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CALENDAR-SESSION 1954-55
AUTUMN TERM
1954-SEPT. 6 Monday ~ \\Thole-time Day Schools and Part-tim~
Day Classes open for enrolment and Day
Apprentice Schools resume work.
13 Monday ~ Evening Classes open for enrolment and
Whole-time and Part-time Day Classes
.:ommence work.
20 Monday ~ Evening Classes commence work.
OCT. 11 Monday ~ Enrolment subsequent to this date may be
made only on the authority of the Principal.
NOV. 1 Monday ~ All Saints' Day.
DEC. 8 Wednes. ~ Feast of Immaculate Conception. Whole-
time Day Schools. excepting Day Appren-
tice Schools and Special Classes. closed.
Evening Classes remain open.
22 Wednes. ~ Final Class Meetings before Christmas
Vacation.
25 Saturday ~ Christmas Day.
1955-JAN. 1 Saturday ~
6 Thursday ~
10 Monday ~
MAR. 17 Thursday ~
APR. 5 Tuesday ~
8 Friday
10 Sunday
SPRING TERM
New Year's Day.
Feast of the Epiphany.
All Classes resume work after Christmas
Vacation.
St. Patrick's Day. All Schools closed.
Final Class Meetings before Easter Vaca-
tion.
Good Friday.
Easter Sunday.
29 Friday
29 Sunday
30 Monday ~
JUNE 9 Thursday ~
SUMMER TERM
18 Monday ~ AJI Classes resume work after Easter
Vacation.
Final Meetings of Evening Classes. except
where otherwise arranged.
MAY 19 Thursday ~ Ascension Day. Whole-time Day Schools.
excepting Day Apprentice Schools and
Special Classes. closed.
28 Saturday ~ Irish Proficiency Entrance Scholarship
Examination.
Whit Sunday.
Whit Monday. Schools closed.
Feast of Corpus Christi. Whole-time Day
Schools. excepting Day Apprentice Schools
and Special Classes. closed.
11 Saturday ~ General Proficiency Entrance Scholarship
Examination.
29 Wednes. ~ Feast of SS. Peter and Paul.
JULY 1 Saturday ~ Summer Term closes except where other-
wise arranged.
Schools closed on an Bank Holidays not specified in above Calendar
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CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
COMMITTEE
Very Rev. John Canon Fitzpatrick. M.A.• D.D.• P.P.• V.G. (Chairman).
St. Cronan·s. Parochial House, Bray. Co. Wicklow.
Councillor Michael J. O·Higgins. ToO. (Vice-Chairman), 4 South Leinster
Street. Clare Street. Dublin.
Alderman Dr. Cormac Breathnach. 384 Clontarf Road. Dublin.
Alderman Bernard Butler, B.A., ToO.• 16 Healthfield Road. Terenure, Dublin.
Alderman John McCann. 68 Fortfield Road. Terenure. Dublin.
Councillor Joseph Barron, 10 South Circular Road. Portobello. Dublin.
Councillor Bhalter Breathnach. 58 Bannow Road. Cabra West. Dublin.
Councillor Thomas Cosgrave. 32 College Street. Baldoyle. Co. Dublin.
Councillor Timothy J. Murray. P.C.. .. Cresswell." 9 St. Peter's Road,
Phlbsboro·. Dublin.
Mr. W. J. Whelan. 61 Lower Beechwood Avenue. Ranelagh, Dublin.
Mr. Eamonn Delaney. 29 Oulton Road. Clontarf. Dublin.
Micheal 0 Muircheartalgh (Commdt.). 56 Vernon Avenue. Clontarf.
Dublin.
Mrs. Mary Mulvey. P.C.. CO.C.. Readsdale. Main Street. Dundrum.
Co. Dublin.
Micheal 0 Foghludha. 21 The Rise. Glasnevin. Dublin.
Offices : -Town Hall. Merrlon Road. Ballsbridge. Dublin.
MARTIN M. GLEESON. M.A.• B.Comm.• H.Dip.Ed.
Chief Executive Officer.
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
LOCAL SUB COMMITTEE
Very Rev. John Canon Fitzpatrick. M.A.• D.D.• P.P.• V.G.• "St. Cronan's."
Parochial House. Bray. Co. Wicklow.
Mr. J. Andrews, B.Sc.• F.R.I.C.• F.I.C.I.• ·'Roselea." Marlboro' Road, Glena~
geary.
Mr. John Swih. Four Provinces House. Harcourt Street. Dublin.
Mr. W. J. Whelan. 61 Lower Beechwood Avenue. Ranelagh. Dublin.
Mr. James Larkin. T.D.• Sa College Street. Dublin.
Mr. Philip Brady. M.P.S.I.. 14 Leicester Avenue. Rathgar. Dublin.
Olflce.-Instltute of Science and Technology. Lr. Kevin Street. Phone 5180l.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEES
THE PRINCIPAL and STAFF TEACHERS acting in collaboration with:-
AIR NAVIGATION
}
Department of Industry
and Commerce.
Civil Aviation Section
Manager, Aer Lingus, Dublin
R. W. O'SULLIVAN, Chief Aeronautical Officer
CAPT. J. P. SAUL
T. P. BYRNE, Assistant Staff and Services
Airport.
CAPT. GORDON WADE, Chief Instructor, Aer Lingus, Dublin Airport.
CAPT. J. C. DEVOY, District Operations Manager, Trans-World Airlines,
Inc., Shannon Airport.
CAPT. B. FLANAGAN, Chief Instructor, Air Navigation Courses.
M. J. O'FLANAGAN, B.E., Department of Education, Technical Instruction
Branch.
M. SHEEHY, A.R.C.SC.!., Department of Education, Technical Instruction
Branch.
BAKERY
Irish Bakers', Confectioners' and Allied Workers' Union:
f. SWIFT (Chairman) J. KANE J. BYRNE
G. LAWLER P. FLANAGAN J. HALPIN
Dublin Master Bakers' Committee;
L. KENNEDY H. E. O'DONOHOE G. RORKE
Guild of Irish Bakers:
MICHAEL DEMPSEY P. J. MACMAHON
J. D. DENIS MITCHELL, Confectionery Trade Branch, F.U.E.
BOOTMAKING AND MANUFACTURE
A. SMALLEY: Jas. Winstanley, Ltd.
H. SMITHSON; S. A. Wiltshire & Co. Ltd.
Handicraft Trade:
C. CRONIN T. B. HEALY L. O'DoNOGHUE C. ENGLISH
CINEMA AND THEATRE (PROJECTION)
Theatre and Cinema Managers' Association.
M. BAUM J. BRENNAN J. SHERCLIFFE
Cinema Branch, LT.G.W.U.:
F. ROBBINS G. CAMPBELL L. McDONAGH
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ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK
Representatives of the following Bodies:-
ELECTRICITY SUPPLY BOARD.
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS' ASSOCIATION.
CORAS IOMPAIR EIREANN.
MESSRS. A. GUINNESS, SON & CO. (DUBLIN) LTD.
IRISH ENGINEERING, INDUSTRIAL AND ELECTRICAL TRADE UNION.
ELECTRICAL TRADES' UNION.
FLOUR MILLING
GEORGE SHACKLETON, Geo. Shackleton & Sons. Ltd., Lucan.
E. A. SPRATT, Dublin North City Milling Co., Ltd.
WILLIAM FOWLER, Dock Milling Co., Ltd.
W. J. DE LACY, Johnston, Mooney & O'Brien, Ltd.
ROBERT MACQUILLAN, National Flour Mills. Ltd., Cork.
HEALTH INSPECTORS' DIPLOMA
ALDERMAN JOHN MCCANN, Member of the Vocational Education Committee.
Committee.
MR. P. J. COEN, B.A., Chief Health Inspector, Dublin Corporation.
MR. G. F. BOWLES, Supervising Health Inspector, Dublin Corporation.
DR. H. O'FLANAGAN, Medical Inspector, Department of Health.
MR. F. E. DAWSON, M.R.S.I., M.S.I.A., A.M.INST.P.C., Superintendent Health
Inspector. Department of Health.
MR. M. SHEEHY, A.R.C.SC.I., Inspector, Department of Education.
MR. S. 0 CEALLAIGH, B.A., B.COMM" Principal, High School of Commerce.
MR. D. O'DWYER, B.ARCH., M.R.I.A.I., Principal. Technical Institute. Bolton
Street.
OPHTHALMIC OPTICS
THE PRESIDENT AND Two MEMBERS OF COUNCIL, ASSOCIATION OF
OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS, IRELAND.
RADIO SERVICE WORK
Irish Transport and General Workers' Union:
W. L. McALLISTER JOSEPH POWER F. O'SULLIVAN
Wireless Dealers' Association
J. REYNOLDS, Secretary. W. B. DALTON (Douglas Radio)
J. E. KEATES (Radio Vision) J. M. O'TOOLE (O'Toole & Sons Ltd.)
Radio Service Branch. F.U.E.:
F. W. BROWNLEE (Brownlee Bros. Ltd.)
SCIENCE
PROF. T. S. WHEELER, D.SC., F.R.I.C., F.I.C.I., Professor of Chemistry, U.C.D.
(Chairman).
MR. J. ANDREWS, B.SC., F.R.I.C., F.I.C.I., "RoseJea," Marlboro' Road, Glena.
geary.
PROF. W. COCKER. SC.D., F.R.I.C., F.I.C.I., Professor of Chemistry, T.CD.
DR. A. G. G. LEONARD, F.R.I.C" F.I.C.I., Lecturer in Physical Chemistry,
U.C.D.
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (Technical Instruction
Branch).
PROF. T. E. NEVIN, D.SC., Professor of Physics. U.C.D.
'!
Firms who co-operate
releasing employees for
with the
Part-time
Institute by
Day Classes
ELECfRICAL CONTRACfORS AND OTHER FIRMS EMPLOYING
ELECfRICAL APPRENTICES
Messrs. F. Barrett & Co.
Messrs. E. Brennan
Messrs. G. A. Brittain Ltd.
Messrs. J. Callaly
Messrs. P. G. Callaly
Messrs. Clondalkin Concrete Ltd.
Messrs. Concrete Products
Coras Iompair Eireann
Messrs. L. Daly
Messrs. K. Doherty Ltd.
Messrs. Drimnagh Paper Mills
Dublin Corporation (Public Light-
ing Department)
Dublin Port and Docks Board
Electricity Supply Board
Glen Abbey Mills
Great Northern Railway
Messrs. A. Guinness, Son & Co.
(Dublin) Ltd.
Messrs. Matthew Hall & Co. Ltd.
Messrs. J. J. Hopkins & Co.
Messrs. Hughes Bros. (Rathfarnham)
Messrs. Irish Glass Bottle Co.
Messrs. Lawford Ltd.
Messrs. Lawless Bros.
Messrs. L. C. G. Leonard
Messrs. Liffey Dockyard Ltd.
Messrs. P. J. Musgrave Ltd.
Messrs. John Power & Sons Ltd.
Messrs. lirney Chocolates Ltd,
Messrs. Waygood-Otis Ltd,
Messrs. Weatherwell Ltd.
CINEMAS
Adelphi Cinema (Dublin)
Adelphi Cinema (Dun Laoghaire)
Apollo Cinema
Astor Cinema
Bohemian Cinema
Broadway Cinema
Cabra Grand Cinema
Capitol Cinema
Carlton Cinema
Classic Cinema
De Luxe Cinema
Fairview Cinema
Forum Cinema
Grand Cinema, Drumcondra
Grand Cinema, Sutton
Kenilworth Cinema
Killester Cinema
Leinster Cinema
Lyric Cinema
Inchicore Cinema
Majestic Cinema
Masterpiece Cinema
Metropole Cinema
New Electric Cinema
Odeon Cinema, Dundrum
Odeon (Ireland), Manor Street
Odeon (Ireland), Hawkins' Street
Pavilion Cinema (Dun Laoghaire)
Plaza Cinema
Princess Cinema
Regal Rooms
Regal Cinema (Ringsend)
Royal Cinema (Bray)
Sandford Cinema
Savoy Cinema
Star Cinema
Stella Cinema
Stephen's Green Cinema
Strand Cinema
Sundrive Cinema
Tivoli Cinema
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BAKERIES
Halligan's Ltd.
Johnston, Mooney & O'Brien
Mr. Benson
Messrs. Berni's
Messrs. Bewley's Oriental Cafes
Messrs. Boland's Ltd.
Messrs. J. Dempsey
Messrs. Downes (Bolton Street)
Messrs. J. Downes
Messrs. Dublin Bread Co.
Messrs. Edwards & Co.
Messrs. Fuller's Ltd.
Messrs. Gateaux Ltd.
Messrs.
Messrs.
Ltd.
Messrs. J. Kelly (Kilcock)
Messrs. Peter Kennedy Ltd.
Messrs. Kiely's Bakery
Messrs. Mitchell's (Grafton
Messrs. Monument Bakery
Messrs. J. Moran
Messrs. Robert Roberts
Messrs. James Rourke
Messrs. F. H. Thompson
Street)
•
LABORATORIES
Albert College, Glasnevin:-
Depts. of Agricultural Chemistry, Animal Nutrition, Plant Pathology,
Soil Science.
Battery Makers of Ireland Ltd.
Alfred Bird & Sons Ltd.
Industrial Gases (LF.S.) Ltd.
Medical Research Council of Ireland, Chemical Laboratories.
National Products Co.
Rowntree & Co. (Ireland) Ltd.
Royal College of Surgeons:-
Depts. of Biology and Chemistry.
Trinity College, Dublin:-
Depts. of Bio-Chemistry, Geology, Physics and Physiology.
University College, Dublin:-
Depts. of Anatomy, Chemistry and Zoology.
Urney Chocolates Ltd.
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INSTITUTE of SCIENCE and TECHNOLOGY
Principal:
MARTI J. CRANLEY, M.se., M.I.e.I., F.R.I.e.
Department of Pure and Applied Science
Heod of Depar~ment and Senior Lecturer, Physics Division:
Franeis olan, M.Se., H.Dip.Ed. ",,'
Lecturer-in-Charge, School of Applied Chemistry and Biology:
W. Broderiek, M.Se., H.Dip.Ed., D.P.A, M.I.CJ., M.R.I.P.H.H.
Lecturer-in-Clzarge, Mathematics Division:
John M. Forde, RE.
Staff Teachers:
Miss Franees Doherty, B.Se.; P. Gallagher, RSe., H.Dip.Ed.;
W. S. E. HieksonrM.A, M.Se., Hons.Dip.Ed.; F. Hill,. B.Se.,
M.I.C.I.; J. MeCormaek, B.Se.; M. Sheehy, B.Se.
Part-time Teachers:
W. G. Brady, P. T. Carroll, M.Se.; C. 0 Cearbhaill, B.Se.,
AR.C.Sc.I.; Miss V. Coreoran, Dip.Opt.; K. P. Culliton, Dip.Opt.;
R. A D'Arey, B.Se., MJ.C.I.; W. de Laey, Miss Margt. 1.
Downes, M.A, H.Dip.Ed.; B. G. Fagan, RA, RSe., AR.C.Se.I.;
F.R.I.C., M.I.C.I.; Prof. M. J. Gorrnan, B.Se., AR.C.Sc.I.; P. ].
Hurley, M.Se., F.I.C.I.; Miss M. Kane, Ph.D.; Dr. Nora
Me ally, T. S. Mason, F.B.O.A; H. D. Thornton, B.Se.,
AR.C.Se.I., F.RJ.C., M.I.C.I.; D. V. Stephens, M.Se.
Department of Electrical Engineering
Head of Department and Senior Lecturer:
Williarn Fegan, AM.I.E.E., Teeh. Dip., City and Guilds.
Lecturer-in-Charge, ElectT"ical Installations and Technology:
William Trundle, Tech. Dip., City and Guilds.
Staff Teachers:
P. Conne1l, T. Cronin, B.E.; ]. D. Fitzpatriek, N. F. Goulding.
E. J. Me amara, D. Naessens, I. Tighe.
Part-time Teachers:
J. Broe, P. J. Byrne, B.E., RSe.; E. V. Cleary, RE., A.M.I.E.E.,
H.Dip.Ed.; J. F. Colbert, B.E.; N. Connolly, P. Finn, ]. F. Green,
E. C. Hanly, RE.; T. P. Hardiman, RE.; ]. G. Moore, N. J.
OIConnor, M.Se., M.I.e.I.; Wm. ]. O"Sullivan, M.Se.; G. K.
Ring, B.E., AR.C.Se.I.; M. J. Shie1, RE.; C. 0 Tallamhain,
RE.; S. 0 h rmoltaigh, RE.; J. Williams, H. N. Wroe, Ph.D.,
B.Se., AM.I.E.E.
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Department of Telecommunications Engineering
Head of Department and Senior Lecturer:
Harold Hodgens, Assoc. I.E.E.
Senior Lecture,;, Rndio Engineering and Electronics:
Hugh de Lacy, RE., B.Sc.
Staff Teachers:
]. Blennerhassett, T. Broadberry, Grad.Brit.I.R.E.; ]. V. Honan,
AM.Brit.I.R.E.; B. ]. O'Connor, Grad.Brit.I.R.E.; M. ].
O'Rorke, M. ]. Rice, J. ]. Woods, Grad.Brit.I.R.E.
Part-time Teachers:
R. ]. Bouch, F. Butler, F. E. Dixon, RA; ]. W. Devon, D.
Doyle, P. ]. Flanagan, Capt. B. Flanagan, T. J. Kelly, C. McCabe,
]. ]. McCowen, ]. McDonagh, B.E.; T. ]. Murphy, AM.I.E.E.,
AM.Brit.I.R.E.; L. O'Donoghue, R. O'Shea, S. O'SulliYan, Ph.D..
M.I.e.I.; A W. Patterson, T. P. Sheridan, B.E.
Bakery
Chief Instructor:
Samuel Anthony, Dip. at. Assoc. Master Bakers, Confectioners
and Caterers; Full Technological Diploma, City and Guild".
Part-time Teacher:
W. Clarke.
Bootmaking
Staff Teacher:
K. English.
Part-time Teachers:
C. Cronin, T. English.
Irish, English and General Subjects
Staff Teacher:
T. A G. Dowling, RA, RComm., H.Dip.Ed.
Part-time Teacher:
Carmel Ni FhalIain, RA, H.Dip.Ed.
Chaplain :-Rev. D. ]. Shields, S.J.
Stocktaker:-Francis Nolan, M.Sc., H.Dip.Ed.
Clerical Staff :
Robert ]. Day, Senior Clerk
Cornelius G. Lynch, D.P.A (N.V.I.)
Mi s Kathleen R Molloy
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CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
COMMITTEE
GENERAL REGULATIONS for the Schools and Classes
operating under the Authority of the Committee
1. ADMISSION AND ENROLMENT
(a) In general, applicants for admission to the Classes and Courses
must be not less than 14 years of age, but admission to a whole-
time Day Course may be granted where the applicant is over 13
years of age and has been enrolled for at least one year in the Sixth
Standard of a Primary School. This Regulation does not apply to
the School of Music or Colaiste Muire, Cathal Brugha Street.
(b) The Committee, in accordance with the means and facilities
at its disposal, has provided classes for the sole purpose of
supplementing the practical trade training of persons actually
employed at and engaged in the various operations of the trade ann
whose employment as such is accepted by the recognised Unions of
the trades concerned.
(c) In determining whether an applicant for admission to one of
these practical trade classes complies with the above conditions the
Committee is guided, where necessary, by the evidence supplied by
the Masters' Associations and the official Trade Unions of the trade
concerned.
(d) Admission to a particular class or course is subject to the
published regulations relative to that claos or course.
(e) One month after the opening date >}f classes or courses students
will be permitted to enrol only with the special permission of the
School Authority.
(I) Pupils in attendance at Primary and Secondary Schools are
not eligible for enrolment except by special permission of the Sch 101
Authority.
(g) The educational fitne s of a student to enrol in a particular
course may be decided by an examination or other means considered
necessary.
(11) A student is not entitled to enrol in a class or course which
the School Authority decides is too advanced for his/her standard .Jf
knowledge.
(i) Enrolment procedure :-
(i) Intending tudents must enter on the Enrolment Fo:-m
supplied all the information required by the School
Authority.
(ii) The classes or courses to be taken are decided in interview
with a member of the School Staff.
9ii) The appropriate fee is then paid to an officer of the
Conlmittee and 31 receipt issued therefor. A student who
pays a fee should insist that he/she receive an official
receipt for the amount of the fee paid.
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(iv) The appropriate class ticket/tickets is/are then issued ;0
the student.
(j) (i) 0 student may attend a class until he/she has received
a class ticket.
(ii) On first attendance at each class the student must tender
to the teacher in charge his/her appropriate class ticket,
together with the receipt for fee paid.
(k) Students will be enrolled during the period and at the times
stated in the Committee's publications.
(l) The School Authority is authorised to refuse an enrolme.1t,
pending a decision thereon by the Committee.
2. FEES
(a) The fees payable for the ~everal classes and courses included
in the Scheme of Instruction are stated in the publications of ·he
Committee, and must be paid in full on enrolment unless otherwise
stated.
(b) Where a course includes subjects of different stages, the total
fee will be computed on the basis that the initial fee is that of the
highest stage.
(c) For enrolments in subjects ancillary to the original enrolmem,
in the same or another School or Department, the additional fee will
be computed on the basis that all the classes have been selected on
first enrolment. Where the additional subjects are deemed not to
be ancillary, the fee payable will be as for a separate enrolment.
(d) The School Authority is authorised to decide if the additional
enrolment is ancillary to the original enrolment.
(e) For fee purposes, Irish and/or Physical Training will be
regarded a additional subjects to any class or course.
(I) Fees will not be refunded except where a class does not fo:m.
(g) Cheques should be crossed and made payable to the City of
Dublin Vocational Education Committee.
3. TRANSFERS
An enrolment is not transferable from one student to another.
Transfer from one class to another, from one School to another,
from Day Classes to Evening Classes, or from Evening Clas es to
Day Clas es, with allowance for the fees paid, will be permitted
only for a satisfactory reason and by special permission of the
School Authority.
~. PRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL RECEIPT
Where applications are made for additional enro]ments, or for
transfers, the original receipt must be produced.
s. FORMATION AND CONTINUANCE OF CLASSES
The Committee reserves the right at any time to add or delete
classes or courses to or from its Scheme of Instruction; to extend
the period of a class; and to close a class, or to alter the day or
times of a class meeting.
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6. DISCIPLINE
The School Authority may suspend any student for breach of rules
and regulations; absence from classes; irregular or unpunctual
attendance; disorderly conduct in the School or within the School
precincts; . disobedience to a member of the staff; or for any other
reason deemed sufficient. The Committee reserves the right to confirm
such suspension and to cancel the enrolment without refund of fee.
Where immediate action is required because of indiscipline on the
part of the students, any member of the School Staff has authority to
take appropriate measures, pending report to the School Authority.
1. SMOKING
Smoking is not permitted in the Schools.
8. INJURY TO STUDENTS
The Committee does not accept responsibility for injury to students
resulting from careless conduct or neglect or disregard of regulatiolls.
9. STUDENT PROPERTY
The Committee does not accept any responsibility for loss of or
damage to any student property~bicycles, hats, coats, books, et:.
10. SCHOOL PROPERTY
Where School property is damaged wilfully or through careless
conduct on the part of students, such students (or their parents or
guardians) may be required, on the order of the Committee, to pay
for such repairs or replacements as may be necessary.
11. CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Students should notify the School Authority of any change of
address.
12. BOOKS, STATIONERY, EQUIPMENT, DRESS
Students are expected to provide themselves with such books,
stationery, equipment and dress as may be required.
13. INFECTIOUS AND NOTIFIABLE DISEASES
The head of the household must inform the School Authority
immediately of any infectious or notifiable disease which may oocur
in the house in which a student is residing. Such a student must
not resume attendance until permitted to do so by a medical officer.
14. EXAMINATIONS
Permission to sit for Scholarship, Sessional or other Examinations
held under the authority of the Committee, will be governed by the
conditions relevant to the examinations.
15. SCHOOL AUTHORITY
The term "School Authority," as used in these Regulation3,
indicates the Chief Executive Officer, or an officer delegated to <lct
on his behalf.
The above Regulations have been adopted by Resolution of the
r °cational Education Committee for the City of Dublin anrl
appoved by the Minister for Education.
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REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE ADMISSION OF
STUDENTS TO CLASSES AND COURSES
ENROLMENT
In general, applicants for admission to all Day Courses, other
than the Junior Course in Engineering Science, must not be under
sixteen years of age.
Intending students are required to show evidence of ability to
profit by the instruction before being approved for admission to any
stage of a particular Course.
Acceptance for admission to any Course of Study must be certified
on the standard enrolment form by the responsible Lecturer or
Instructor, or by the Principal.
The requisite Course Fees, together with the completed form of
el.rolment, must be lodged in the office of the Institute; the sole
certification of enrolment in a Course is the official receipt for the
Course Fees paid.
Registration on Class Rolls and entry on the Course of Study
provid'ed by any CIa s P-lay be made only on presentation to the
Lecturer or Instructor in control of the Class of the appropriate
official Course receipt and Class Ticket.
Sessional Examinations and Class Promotion Regulations
Examinations are held at end of Session in respect of each
class~subject; no student shall be admitted to the Examinations
who has not made at least three,fourths of the possible attend,
ance, except in very special circumstances and at the discretion
of the Principal.
Promotion to a Higher Stage of instruction in any subject
is contingent on passing the Sessional Examinations in the
Lower Stage.
An Experimental Record Book is required to be maintained
by each student of a Laboratory Class; an assessment shall
be made at end of Session of each student's progress in labora,
tory technique and experimental ability.
TRADE CLASSES
These classes are provided for the sole purpose of supplementing
the practical trade training of persons actually employed at and
engaged in the various operations of the trade.
For admission to Trade Classes proof of actual employment in the
several processes and operations of the trade will be certified to that
effect from the Masters' Associations and/or the official Trade
Unions of the trade concerned.
Enrolment subsequent to Monday, 11th October, 1954, may be
made only on the authority of the Principal.
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DAY COURSE FEES: SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
-J. 0 0
£ s. d.
1 10 0
400
10 0 0
Per Session
Rad iotechnology
per Session
per Se sion
Professional Science
per Term
\VHOLE-T[;'\!E DAY COURSES:
Junior Course: Engineering Science
Preparatory Course: Electrical and
Senior Science Course
Pre- niversity and Preliminary
Cour es
Health In pectors' Diploma Course:
Students normally re ident in the City of Dublin
per Annum 10 0 0
Other students per Annum 30 0 0
Radio Service Work: per Se sion 8 0 0
Training and Certification of Radio Officers per Term 5 0 0
Radar l\1aintenance Certificate Course per Term 5 0 0
Electrical Engineering and Radio Engineering per Term 4 0 0
Electrical In tallation Work and Electrotechnology
(Apprentices) per Term 1 10 0
ummer Course for Opticians:
Part I (Practical)
Part Il and III (Practical)
One Subject only
400
400
200
Laboratory Technicians' Course
Single Subjects (see list, page 32).
10 0
10 0
1 10 0
1 10 0
1 10 0
per Session
per Session
(Cinema Appren-
per Session
(Appren tices)
per Session
per Session
TechnologyandPractice
P. RT-TIME DAY COURSES:
Electrical Installation Work:
Electrical Engineering Technology
Projection Science and Technol<lgy
tices)
Bakery
EVENING COURSE FEES: SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
Applied Chemistry:
Intermediate Grades
Final Gl ades
Industrial Bacteriology
Specialised Technical Analy is
Pharmaceutical Chemistry (Lee. and Lab.)
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£ s. d.
1 10 0
200
200
200
400
ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERI G PRACTI E;
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK (Course C.);
RADIO SERVICE WORK; TELECOl\1l\1UNICATIOX
ENGI EERI G; FLOUR MILLI:-JG TECHNOLOGY;
PHYSICS; MATHEMATICS:
Preliminary and Intermediate Courses
Final Courses
£ s. d.
o 15 0
1 10 0
FLOUR COXFECTIO:\fERY DECORATIO 1 10 0
DRAWING OFFICE TRACER'S OURSE 2 0 0
ASSOCIATE :ME iBERSHIP COURSE (I.E.E.) :
Fir t year 1 0 0
All other years 1 10 0
CERTIFICATION COURSES FOR OPTICIANS:
All Stages 4 0 0
One subject only 2 0 0
ADVANCED PRACTICAL PHYSICS 2 0 0
CERTIFICATION COURSES FOR RADIO OFFICERS: 5 0 0
Practical Radio 3 0 0
Radiotechnology 3 0 0
Telegraphy Practice (Morse) 1 10 ()
Alternating urrent Summer Term 1 10 0
GRADUATE SHIP (B.I.R.E.) :
All Stages 1 10 0
AIR AVIGATION COURSES:
Commercial Pilot' Licence per Session 6 0 0
Senior Commercial Pilot' Licence per Se Ion 8 0 0
Flight Navigator' Licence per Se iOIl 12 0 0
Aircraft Dispatcher's ourse per e Ion 10 0 0
Flight Operations and Meteorology for Airline
Tran port Pilot's Licence
for course of one Term 3 0 0
Technical Examination for In trument Rating
for cour e of one Term 2 0 0
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rJUNIOR DAY SCHOOL
10. Full.time Junior Course-Engineering Science
(Session--September to June)
The Course provides a pre-apprenticeship training of a high
standard suitable for those who intend to enter Electrical Trades
or the Offices of Consultant Engineers or Electrical Contractors.
The Course is designed to cover two Sessions and provides appro. i-
mately 28 hours of instruction per week in Mathematics, Physics,
Mechanics, Magnetism and Electricity, Drawing and Workshop
Practice, and in Irish and Engli h and Religious Instruction.
Intending students should not be over sixteen years of age and
should have attained a minimum standard of general education
equivalent td that of the Second Year of the Intermediate Course in
Secondary Schools.
Applicants for admission to the Course are required to pass an
entrance examination in Mathematics prior to enrolment. Students
accepted for enrolment must provide themselves with the following
requisite
(i) Drawing instruments of specified quality.
(ii) Approved overalls and certain specified tools.
(iii) Stationery and Text books.
Sessional Fee, 30/-.
Hours per Week
First Year Second Year
6
Subject
Magneti m and Electricity
Applied Magneti m and Electricity
General Science
Phy ics
Mathematics
Drawing
Work hop Practice
Iri h
Engli h
Religiou Knowledge
4i
3
6
3
2
1
6
3
4i
2
Si
3
2
1
J~
,/ 2D. Full,time Preparatory Course-Electrical and Radio
Technology
(Session-September to June.)
The Course is intended for students with the requisite
standard of general education who intend to enter Electrical Trades
but who are over the age limit for the two-year Junior Course (ID).
The requisite Entrance Standard of general education is equivalent
to that connoted by the Third Year of the Intermediate Certificate
(Secondary Schools).
Sessional Fee, £4.
Subjects
Magnetism and Electricity
Radio Theory
Mathematics
Mechanics
Physics
Drawing
Workshop Practice
Irish
English
Religious Knowledge
Hours per Week
6
11
6
3
3
2
5
It
3
I
f- ir
0 4-
0-7 4-
0
4. 16
SENIOR DAY SCHOOL
3D. Senior Science Course
Two~year Whole~timeDay Course
3
The Senior Science Course provides an intensive and thorough
training in the basic sciences to a standard equivalent to that of the
Intermediate Exarr,ination for the B.Sc. Degree of the University
of London and will thus provide a good foundation for subsequent
specialised scientific and technological training. The subjects of the
Cour e and the number of hours per week allocated to them during
two sessions of approximately 35 weeks per session are :-
Hours per Week
1st Year 2nd Year
3 4!
3 4i
6 6
6 6
6 6
2t 2!
3 3
Subject
Irish
English
Mathematics
Physics
Chemi try
Biology
Mechanics
\Vorkshop Practice (Elementary W ood-
work and Metalwork)
llOTAL 32! 32!
Prospective students should be approximately 16 years of age on
entry to the Course and should have already obtained, as a minimum,
the Manual Training Group Certificate of the Department of
Education (llechnical Instruction Branch) or the Intermediate
Certificate of the Department of Education (Secondary Branch).
It should be clearly understood that, because of the high
standard of the syllabi in the Course, only the best junior
technical school or Intermediate Certificate secondary school
students can enter on the Course with prospects of success.
I t is anticipated that the majority ,of the successful students of
this Course will enter those industries which utilise scientific processes.
They would be qualified to work as inspectors, chargehands, tech-
nicians, laboratory assistants, etc. By means of subsequent attendance
at appropriate evening courses in this Institute, or, by arrangement
with employers, at part-time day release courses in this Institute,
they may proceed to a Degree in Science or, alternatively, specialise
in a particular branch of science such as Analytical Chemistry, Foud
and Drug Analysis, Bacteriology, Chemicalllechnology, etc. Students
with this type of training and experience would, within a few year~,
be suitably qualified for positions as Industrial Chemists, Analytical
Chemist, Production Managers, Work Managers, Works Fore-
men, etc., all of whom have a vital role to play in ensuring the
efficiency of industrial production.
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While the object of the Course is primarily to prepare students
for these types of employment, it also caters for students who pro-
pose to enter the engineering profession. The syllabi .of the Course
have been drawn up in such al way that the first year of it will pre-
pare Junior Technical School students for the Common Preliminary
Examination of the Joint Engineering Examination Board. This
examination is equivalent to Matriculation for entry to the
Mechanical, Electrical, Civil or Radio Engineering professions. In
this respect, the Course provides £'or such a student an avenue of
ascent to the professional level which has hitherto rarely been avail-
able.
Course Fee :-The fee for the Course is £10 per session.
SCHOLARSHIPS
'Tile City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee offers 16
Scholarships, each valued £10 per annum and tenable for two years,
to boys between the ages of 15 and 17 years on the 1st January
preceding. Details of these Scholarships are given in the "Scholar-
ships and Prizes" ~ection at the cnd of this Prospectus.
Full~time Course-Pre~University Course in
Mathematics and Sqence Subjects
September to June: Three Terms
he Course provides a thorough general scientific training suited
to the requirements of students who intend to enter scientific OCCUp:l.-
tions as PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS, OPTICIANS, METEOR-
OLOGICAL ASSISTANTS, etc.
The Course also serves to provide a specialised pre-University
course of instruction for students who already have matriculated or
who are preparing for University Entrance, Matriculation or higher
Examinations.
Intending students should consult the Principal.
Science Students preparing for Matriculation Examinations
are advised to take advantage of the Matric. (N.U.I.) Day Course
in the High School of Commerce, Rathmines, for the subjects Irish,
English, French, Mathematics, and History and Geography, where
a co-ordination of time-tables may be made.
The Syllabuses of instruction generally conform with those of the
Department of Education (T.I.B.) and with those for the Matricula-
tion and First University Examinations of the National University.
Day Courses to suit individual students may be arranged by options
made from the following schedule of studies:-
Mathematics (Geometry, Co-Ordinate Geometry, Algebra, Trigo-
nometry, Calculus Elements); Applied Mathematics (Statics,
Dynamics, Hydrostatics); Physics (Heat, Sound, Light);
Magnetism and Electricity; Chemistry; Botany; Biology;
Workshop Practice; Technical Drawing; English.
Per Term, £4; Three Terms, £12.
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Day Science and Mathematics Classes, Providing "Options" for Special Courses
(SEPTEMBER-JUNE)
--
_.
Subject Monday Tucsday \.Vednesday Thursday Friday 5aturday Teacher
I
Mathematics 5.1 ... ...
-
2.0-3.30
- 2.0-3.30 2.0-3.30 - J. G. McCormack
Applied Matbematics 5.2 ...
-
I
3.30-5.0
-
3.30-5.0 - - J. G. McCormack
Physics 5.3 ... ... ... 9.30-12.30 - 9.30-12.30 - - - F. Nolall
Physics for Engineering 5.4 ...
- - 2.0-5.0 11.0-12.30 3.30-5.0 .9.30-11.0
I
J. G. McCormack
I
Chemistry and Physics (Tutorial)
- - -
- 9.30-12.30 - W. Broderick
I
Chemistry 5.5 ... ... .. ,
-
9.30-12.30 - 9.30-12.30 - - W. Broderick
Organic Chemistry 5.6 ... 2.30-5.0
- - - -
- I W. BroderickI
Biology 5.9 .. , ... ...
- -
2.30-5.0 - 2.30-5.0 - Miss F. Doherty
Magnetism and Electricity 5.13 .. , 2.0-5.0 9.30-1l.0 - 9.30-11.0 - -
I
J. M. Forde
-
I
I
Technical Drawing 5.12 ... ...
- I - - - - 1l.0-12.30 J. Fitzpatrick
._-_..
-
~
----
DAY COURSES
60
60
200
60
60
80
120
60
120
110
260
160
360
110
40
170
70
35
35
50
40
Hours per Annum
1st Year 2nd YearSubject
Theory of Local Government, Public
Health Law and Practice
Science :-Chemistry, Physics, Biology,
Anatomy and Physiology
Elementary Bacteriology, A d van c e d
Bacteriology and Infectious Diseases
Food and Food Hy,giene
Building Construction illld Housing
Hygiene
Draughtsmanship
Public Cleansing
Offensive Trades
Drainage, Sewerage and Sewage Di posal
Water Supplies
Air, Ventilation and Lighting
Ind ustrial Hygiene
Port Sanitation
Rodent and Pest Control
Statistics, Office Routine and Health
Education
Field Work
5D. Health Inspectors' Diploma Course
This two-year, whole-time Day Course is only offered as occasion
demands. The current Course commenced in October, 1953, and it
is anticipated that the next Course will not commence before Septem-
ber, 1955. Adequate notice will be given in the Press before the
next Course begins. TIle Course is organised to prepare students for
employment as Health Inspectors by Local Authorities. At the end of
the Course, successful students are awarded a Diploma by the City
of Dublin Vocational Education Committee and this Diploma will
be accepted as a recognised qualification for appointment as a Health
Inspector. Representatives of the Corporation of Dublin and the
Department of Health advise on the organisation of the Course.
The greater portion of the Course is conducted in this Institute,
but appropriate portions of the Course are taught in the Technical
Institute, Bolton Street, Dublin.
QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADMISSION TO THE COURSE :-Prospective
students should be between the ages of 18 and 30 years and should
hold a Leaving Certificate or Matriculation or such other qualifica-
tions as the City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee may
accept as being equivalent.
The subjects of the Course and the allocation of hours to each
subject are :-
1,070 1,190
20
DAY COURSES
In addition to the field work indicated above, practical work and
visits are arranged, where appropriate, under each subject heading.
Director of the Course:-The Principal.
Assistant Director :-Mr. G. C. Murphy, M.R.S.I., M.R.I.P.H.H.
Staff Tea.chers :-A. Brady, B.Arch.; W. Bro.derick, M.Sc.,
H.Dip.Ed., D.P.A. (N.U.I.); Miss F. Doherty, B.Sc.; A. John-
son, B.Arch., M.R.I.A.L
Specialist Part-time Teachers :-M. J. Cantrell, B.E., A.M.I.C.E.I.;
P. Holland, L.R.C.P.S.I., M.R.C.P.I., F.R.C.P.I.; H.
McDevitt, Barrister-at-Law; J. P. 0' eill, M.A., M.Ch.,
F.R.C.S.I.
Course Fee :-Students normally resident in the City of Dublin-
£ 10 per annum; other students-£30 per annum.
6D. Full~time Course-Radio Service Work
(Testing, Maintenance and Servicing of Radio Equipment.)
The Course, covering a period of two Sessions, is designed to mo;:et
the needs of students desiring full training and certification in Radio
Service Work.
Applicants should not be less than sixteen years of age and should
hold the Primary School Leaving Certificate, and in addition have
at least one year's satisfactory whole-time attendance at a technical
or secondary school.
Not more than fifteen students will be enrolled in anyone year
of the Course.
Prior consideration in enrolment will be given to applicants seek-
ing admission to apprenticeship in the Radio Trade and who are
uitably qualified in other respects for enrolment.
essional Fee, £8 (£+-Sept. to January) (£4-February to June).
Course of Instruction
The Ccurse provides approximately 27 hours instruction per week
in the following subjects :-
Magnetism and Electricity; Electrical Calculations; Alternating
Current Theory; R:ldio Theory; Electronics; Testing, Main-
tenance and Servicing Radio Equipment; Drawing, and Busi-
ness Methods.
In the Second Year of the Course the greater part of the time is
devoted to Practical Service Work.
Student sit for the examinations in Radio Service Work of the
Department of Education and the City and Guilds of London
Institute, held during the Summer Term each year.
21
DAY COURSES
The School is equipped with adequate modern Radio Service and
Testing Equipment, and Broadcast Radio Receivers of repre enta-
tive types.
Subject
Nlagneti~111 and Electricity
Alternating Current Theory
Practical Radio Service
Radio Theory
Electronics
Mathematics
English
Drawing
Business Methods
Hours per Week
1st Year 2nd Year
5
2
6 16t
lOt 4t
2!
It
It
It
2
The attention of students is directed to the Wireless Dealers'
A sociation Prize Scheme (see page 51).
7D. Radio Officers' Certificate Course (Mercantile Marine)
~he Course of Training is arranged to prepare students in the
shortest po sible time for the Examinations of Proficiency in Radio-
telegraphy and Radiotelephony. The instruction consists of Lectures
and Practical Work in Technical Electricity, Technical Radiotele-
graphy and Radiotelephony, and Direction Finding, with practice on
Marine Apparatus, and includes training in sending and receiving
in the Morse Code, operating procedure and the handling of traffic,
and in the International Regulations.
ENROLMENT A!\T]) PERIOD OF TR.\!l\'!xG
Enrolment may be effected at any period during the first week in
the Autumn and Spring Terms in each Session. The duration of
the period of training requisite Jor the acquirement of a First CIa s
State Certificate is approximately two Sessions.
EXAMINATIONS
The State Certificate Examinations are conducted in the Schvol
during December and July in each ses ion by examiners appointed by
the Department of Posts and Telegraphs. The syllabuses of Examina-
tion subjects are these defined ~y the International Radio Regula-
tions (Telecommunications) Convention, Atlantic City, 1947. State
Certificates confer eligibility for employment as Radio Officer in
Mercantile Marine Services (Ireland and British Commonwealth).
22
DAY COURSES
ADMISSION
Students are expected to have a standard of general education
equivalent to that of the Intermediate Certificate. A good standard
in mathematics is essential.
Course Fee :-£5 per Term.
EQUIPMENT
The School is fully equipped with the latest Marine Radio
Apparatus.
Transmitter-Marconi "Oceanspan", medium and high fre-
quencies, main and emergency, for M.C.W. or C.W. transmission.
Communications Receivers-Marconi Superheterodyne Receivers,
types "Electra" and "Mercury", covering frequencies 15 Kc/s to
25 Mc/s.
Direction Finder-Marconi "Lodestone" employing Bellini Tosi
fixed loops and a 5-valve Medium Frequency Superheterodyne
Receiver.
Automatic Alarm, Type M, Signal Receiver and Selector.
Full~time Day Course for the Training and Certification of
Radio Officers for the Mercantile Marine Services
(September to June)
The subjects of the Course and the allocation of hours are as
follows :-
FIRST YEAR (Sections C and D)
Subject
Magnetism and Electricity ...
Typewriting
International Regulations
Morse
TOTAL
Hours per week
6
I!
I!
I8!
27!
SECOND YEAR
Subject
Electrotechnology ...
Electrical Calculations
Radio Theory
Practical Radio
International Regulations
Mol' e
(Sections A and B)
Hours per week
2!
I!
4!
9
I!
8!
TOTAL 27!
23
DAY COURSES
8D. Marine Radar Maintenance Certificate Course
A complete Course in basic, technical and practical instruction of
twelve weeks' duration will be held in each term.. .
Enrolments will be accepted during the first week of the Autumn,
Spring and Summer Terms.
The Course is open to:-
(i) Students of the Radio Officers' Certification Courses who have
obtained a Certificate of Proficiency in Radiotelegraphy.
(ii) Radio Officers employed in the Mercantile Marine Service
who wi h to obtain the Radar Maintenance Certificate.
The Course will be open to other applicants, acco~modation per-
mitting, who possess sufficient qualifications in Electricity and Radio
to benefit by the specialised training.
Examinations for the Radar Maintenance Certificate conducted by
the Department of Posts and Telegraphs will be held in the Institute
at the end of each Course.
Theoretical and practical instruction on a Marconi Radiolocator
Mark III installation will be given each weekday, except Saturday,
from 10 a.m. to 12.30 p.m., and from 2 p.m. to -1-.30 p.m.
Fee-£5 per Term.
9D. Full~time Course in Electrical Engineering and Radio
Engineering
This Course, conducted over three Sessions, enables students to
qualify for the Graduateship of the Institution of Electrical Engineer
(Grad.I.E.E.) in Radio Communications or Electrical Engineering
or for Graduateship of the British Institution of Radio Engineers
(Grad.Brit.I.R.E.). The first two years of the Course meet the
requirements of both electrical and radio engineering students.
E~TRY TO THE CqURSE :-Intending students must nave passed
the Common Preliminary Examination of the Engineering Joint
Examination Board or its equivalent (the first year of the Senior
Science Course, see Course 3D, prepares students for this examina-
tion).
Because of recent extensive changes in the syllabus for the
Graduateship Examination of the Institution of Electrical Engineers
the Course has been re-organised. Students entering the first year of
the Course in September, 1954, will study the following subjects :-
24
DAY COURSES
Subject
Mathematics
Mechanics
Physics
Principles of Electricity
Electronics
Electronics-Laboratory
English
Drawing
TOTAL
Hours per Week
4i-
6
6
6
41-
3
1i-
11
33
and will sit for the Part I Examinations for the Graduateship of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers and the Graduateship of the
British Institution of Radio Engineers (Grad.Brit.I.R.E.) and also
the City and Guilds of London' Institute Examinations in Tele-
communications Principles I and Il. Details of the second and third
years of this re-organised Course will be published in this Institute's
1955-56 Prospectus.
Students who have already completed the first year of this Course
prior to September, 1954, will study the following subjects in their
'econd year:-
Subject
Heat, Light and Sound
Principles of Electricity
Applied Mechanics
Mathematics
Radio Theory
Radio Laboratory
Radio Service
Hours per Week
3
3
6
6
7
6
2
TOTAL 33
and will sit the Part I Examination for the Graduateship of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers (Grad.I.E.E.) and the Part II and
Part IlIA Examinations for Graduateship of the British Institution
of Radio Engineers (Grad.Brit.I.R.E.) and also the City and Guilds
of London Institute Examinations in Radio Il and Telecommunica-
tions Principles Ill.
Student who have completed the second year of the Course prior
to September, 1954, and who wish to proceed to the Graduateship
of the Institution of Electrical Engineers (Grad.I.E.E.) will study
the following subjects :-
25
DAY COURSES
Subject
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering-Laboratory
Electrical Circuit Theory
Electrical Measurements
Electronics
Electronics-Laboratory
Engineering Physics
Mathematics
TOTAL
Hours per Week
6
6
li
li
3
6
4!
4i
33
Hours per Week
6
9
4i
3
and will sit for the Part II Examination for Graduateship of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers (Grad.I.E.E.).
Students who have completed the second year of the Course prior
to September, 1954, and who wish to proceed to the Graduateship
of the British Institution of Radio Engineers (Grad.Brit.I.R.E.) will
study the following subjects :-
Subject
Radio Engineering
Radio-Laboratory
Engineering Physics
Mathematics
TOTAL 22!
and will sit the Parts IIIB and IV Examinations for the Graduate-
ship of the British Institution of Radio Engineers (Grad.Brit.I.R.E.).
Fee :-£4 per Term; £12 per Session.
DAY SCHOOL FOR TRADE APPRENTICES
lOD. Full~time Course-Electrical Installation Work and
Electrotechnology
This Course is conducted under a special scheme making' pro-
vision for the full technical training of Electrical Apprentices during
the five-year period of Apprenticeship. The scheme has the co-<>pera-
tion of Trade Unions and the Eiectricity Supply Board.
Courses provide 33 hours of instruction per week in Electrical
Theory and Experimental Work, Engineering Science, Mathematics,
English
'
(Precis and Report Writing), Technical Drawing, Elec-
trical Installation and Fitting Work.
The syllabuses of instruction are based on those for the Depart-
ment of Education Examinations in Electrical Installation Work
and in Electrical Engineering Practice. By arrangement with the
26
Department of Education, students sit for the Junior afl.d Senior
Trade Tests and for the Technological Examinations at appropriate
stages in the instruction.
Under the present Scheme, each stage of full-time instruction
occupies a period of 13 weeks and is associated with a further Course
of instruction by correspondence carried over an additional period of
approximately 35 weeks.
Fee-City Borough Area, Each Course, 30/-.
EXTERNAL AREAs-Student-Apprentices from External Areas are
admitted under special fees by arrangement with the Vocational
Committees concerned.
Hours per Week
Subject First Second Third Fourth
Year Year Year Year
Practical Installation and Cable
Jointing ... 9 9 9 9
Electrical Installation Technology 6 6 6 6
Engineering Science 3 3 3 3
Drawing 3 3 3 3
Mathematics ... I! I! I! I!
Workshop Practice 6 6 6 6
Workshop Technology ... i i i i
Electrical Calculations I! I! I! I!
English It I! I! I!
110. Part~time Course-Electrical Installation Work
(For Apprentices, by arrangement with Employers.)
(Session-September to May.)
A part-time Course, conducted over onc full day and two or three
evenings per week, is arranged to facilitate the technical training of
Electrical Apprentices. Day Classes pr:ovide instruction in Mathe-
matics, Physics and Electrical Installation Technology. Evening
classes are given in Practical Installation, Engineering Science and
Electrical Engineering.
FIRST YEAR-DAY CLASSES
Subject Day Time Teacher
Physics ... ... ... Thursday 9.30-11.00 W. S. E. Hickson
!lIathematics ... ... ... Thursday 11.00-12.30 J. McCormack
Electrical Installation Technolo'IY Thursday 2.00- 4.00 L. Trundle
English ... ... ... Thursday 4.00- 5.00
-
EVE ING CLASSES
")
Practical Installation ...
Magnetism and Electricity
Engineering Science
... \
...
Wednesday
Monday
Tuesday
27
7.30-10.00
7.30-10.00
7.30-10.00
IJ. TigheJ. Colbert
T. P. Hardiman
SECO TD YEAR-DAY CLASSES
Subject Day Time Teacher
-- -
Electrical Installation Technology Wednesday 2.00- 5.00 L. Trundle
Mathematics ... ... ... Friday 2.00- 3.30 W. S. E. Hickson
Physics ... ... --. Friday 3.30- 5.00 \V. S. E. Hickson
EVENl TG CLASSES
Electrical Installation Technology Monday
Practical Installation Wednesday
English Thursday
7.30--10.00 P. J. Byme &
E. Hanly
7.30-10.00 E. McNamara
7.30- 9.30 T. A. G. Dowling
Cour e Fee-30j- pcr Session.
12D. Part~tim.e Course-Electrical Engineering
Technology (Apprentices)
This Course, conducted over two full days and thrce evcnings per
week, is arranged to enable electrical apprentices who have attain'cd
an honours standard at the end of the previous Electrical Installation
Work Course (lID), or who have attained an equivalent tandard,
to proceed to higher studies in Electrical Engincering Technology.
The Course provides instruction in Mathematics, Mechanics,
Physics, and Principles of Electricity up to the standard of the Joint
Part I Examination for the Graduateship examination of the Institu-
tion of Electrical Engineers (Grad.I.E.E.).
FIRST YEAR-DAY CLASSES
Subject Day Time Teacher
2.00- 3.30
3.30-- 5.00
9.30--12.30
Tues., Fri.
Tues., Fri.
Tuesday
Mathematics
Mechanics
Physics I
w. S. E. Hickson
W. S. E. Hickson ..., .
M. Sheehy
---------------'-----_."_-----'-- ----
EVENING CLASSES
Mathematics III
Principles of Electricity I
English
"'1 Tuesday I 7.30- 9.30
... Wednesday 7.30-10.00
... Thursday 7.30- 9.30 I
P Gallagher
G: K. Ring
T. A. G. Dowling
SECOND YEAR-DAY CLASSES
Subject I Day Time Teacher
Principles of Electricity (D.e.) ... Monday 2.00- 5.00 J. M. Forde
Physics (Heat) ... ... Wednesday 2.00- 5:00 J. McCormack
Mathematics ... ... Tue., Thur. 2.00- 3.30 J. McCormack
Mechanics ... ... ... Tue., Thur. 3.30-- 5.00 J. McCormack
21
EVENING CLASSES
),lathematics IV
Principles 01 Electricity I
Mechanics 1I
... \ Monday I
... Wednesday
... Thursday
7.30- 9.30 IC. 0 Cearbhaill
7.30-10.00 G. K. Ring
7.30-10.00 T. Cronin
Course Fee-30/- per Session.
THIRD YEAR
Details of thi Course, which completes the requirements for the
Joint Part I examination fm' the Graduateship of the Institution
of Electrical Engineers (Grad.I.E.E.), will be published in the
1955-56 prospectus.
BD. Part~time Course-Projection Science and Technology
(Cinema Apprentices)
The Course provides technical training for Cinema Apprentices
employed in the Dublin Area, and is organised in co-operation with
the Irish Transport and General Workers' Union (Cinema Branch),
and the Theatre and Cinema Association (Ireland).
The CaUl" e extends over three Sessions and provides a minimum
of five hours of instruction per week in English, Mathematics,
General Science, Electricity, Light and Sound Equipment.
The Session extends from October to May in each year.
FIRST YEAR
Subject
General Science
English
English
Mathematics
Mathematics
Day
Wednesday
Monday
Saturday
Monday
Saturday
Hour
10.30-12.30
2.00- 3.00
10.30-11.30
3.00- 4.00
11.30-12.30
Teacher
P. Gallagher
Miss C. Fallon
Miss C. Fallon
D. Naessens
D. Naessens
SECO D YEAR
Electricity
Light
... 1 Tu.esday
... Friday \
10.00-12.30
10.00-12.30
P. Gallagher
P. Gallagher
THIRD YEAR
Electricity
Sound Equipment
... \ Tuesda)'
... Friday 1
10.00-12.30
10.00-12.30
N. Broadberry
J. Honan
Fee for each Course, 30/-.
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BD. Bakery Practice and Technology
The Courses provide training in Breadmaking and Flour Con-
fectionery for Bakery apprentices.
Time Table
Day Time Subject Room Teacher
Monday ... 12.00- 3.00 Bakery Practice IllA 20 Mr. S. Anthony
3.30- 6.30 do. NA :!O do.
Tuesday ... 9.30-12.30 Bakery Practice IA 20 Mr. S. Anthony
2.00- 5.00
Wednesday... 9.30-12.30 Bakery Practice III 20 Mr. S. Anthony
2.00- ;.00
Thursday ... 12.00- 3.00 Bakery Practice JIlE 20 Mr. S. Anthony
3.30- IUO Bakery Practice I VJ.l ?O do.
7.00- 8.00 Enflish lA and lE, 16
-
8.00-10.00 Ba 'ery Science IA & I
III ...... 16
-
Sessional Course Fee, 30/-.
l5D. Certificate Course in Breadmaking and Flour
Confectionery
The Certificate Courses in both subjects follow the Syllabuses of
the Examinations of the City and Guilds of London Institute. The
requisite ancillary subjects to Bakery Practice include Physics,
Chemistry, Cereal Science, Microbiology and Decorative Art.
The class in ancillary subjects to be taken by bakery students in
each year of a Course will be determined in consultation with the
Principal.
Fee for such ancillary subjects, 30/- per Session.
BOOTMAKING
l6D. Day Apprentice Scholarship Course
This whole-time Day Course extends over two session and is con-
ducted under the terms of the Day Apprentice Scholar hip Scheme
{see page 51). Twenty hours of instruction in Bootmaking is given
each week in the Institute and approximately 10 hour of instruc-
tion per week is given in general educational subjects in the Technical
Institute, Capel Street.
l7D. Part~time Course-Laboratory Technicians' Work
(Session-September to June)
This Course provides training for laboratory attendants and assist-
ants who work in universities, research institutes, industrial firm and
schools and is primarily intended for those working in chemical
laboratories. The syllabi of the Course are based on the City and
Guilds of London Institute syllabi in Laboratory Technician-' Work.
10
Classes are conducted on two half-days and two evenings per
week over a period of three sessions of approximately 34 weeks ea:h
session. The subjects of the Course and the number of hours assigned
to each subject during the three-year Course are as follows :-
Subject o. of hours
Mathematics 70i
Drawing 70i
English, Technical Reading, Reports 68
Physics (excluding Electricity) 175
Electricity and Electrotechnology 141
Chemistry 141
Speciali ed Chemical Laboratory Techniques 141
Biology 63
Workshop Practice :-
Metalwork 141
Woodwork 39
Plastics 24
Glassblowing 102
Laboratory Organisation 24
Photography 24
1,224
The emphasis throughout the Course will be on those practical
and applied aspects of each subject which are of interest and value
to a laboratory technician.
FIRST YEAR
Subject
English
Physics
~fetalwork (2 Terms)
GlassbJo\\ ing (1 Term)
~fathematics
Drawing
Chemistry
Day
\Vednesday
\Vednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Friday
Friday
Saturday
Time
2.30-- 3.30
3.30-- 5.30
7.00--10.00
7.00--10.00
7.00-- 8.30
8.30--10.00
9.30-12.30
Teacher
W. S. E. Hickson
W. S. E. Hickson
N. F. Goulding &
D. Naessens
W. G. Brady
D. Naessens
D. Naessens
F. Hill
SECO D YEAR
-
Subject Day Time Teacher
Chemistry (1 Term) ... ... Monday 2.30- 5.30 F. Hill
Electricity (2 Terms) ... ... Monday 2.30- 5.30 F. NoJan
11 a the m a t ic s and Drawing
(1 Term) ... ... ... Tuesday 7.00--10.00 D. J. Naessens
Biology (2 Terms) ... ... Tuesday 7.00--10.00 Miss F. Doherty
Physics and English ... ... Wednesday 9.30--12.30 W. S. E. Hickson
~r t,lwork (2 Terms)
."
... Friday 7.00-10.00 N. F. Goulding &
D. Naessens
GlassbJowing (1 Term) ... Friday 7.00--10.00 W. G. Brady
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ENTRA.."'CE STANDARD
Entrants to the course. hould be at least 16 years of age and haye
the Primary School Leaving Certificate. They should, in addition,
have had at least one year subsequrnt whole-time education eitha
in a technical school or secondary school and be able to furnis'h a
Certificate of satisfactory progress in same. Applicants who do not
posse.s these educational requirements UJlt1J1 be required to attclld
satisfactorily at a Pre-Specialisation Science Course before they are
admitted to this Course.
Course Fee-30/- per Session.
This Course is approved by the In titute of Chemistry of Ireland,
and succe sful students of the Course will be eligible for enrolment
as recognised Laboratory Technicians by the Institute of Chemistry
of Ireland.
The Institute of Chemistry of Ireland also offers a prize to students
in each year of the Course (see page 52 for details).
SINGLE SUBJECTS
(Session-September to June.)
Accommodation permitting, classes of established Courses in onc
or more of the specialised subjects listed hereunder may be taken,
if approved by the Principal, on payment of the appropriate fees.
Course Subject Day Hour I F(eNo.
--- 1-----
S. 1 Pure Matbematics ... ... ... T. Tb. F. 2.0 - 3.30 30/. per Term
S. 2 Applied Matbematics ... ... Tu., Tb. 3.30- 5.00 30/. per Term
S. 3 Pbysics (Lecture and Lab.) M.W.F. 9.30-12.30 £2 per Term
S. 4 Pbysics for En~neerlng ... ... W. ~.Oo-- 5.oo}
(lecture and Lab.) Tb. 11.00-12.80 £2 per Term
F. 8.80-5.0
S. 5 Cbemistry (Lecture and Lab). ... T. Tb. F. 9.30-12.80 £2 per Term
S. 6 Organic Cbemistry ... ... ... M. 2.80- 5.00 30/. per Term
S. 7 Biology ... ... ... ... W.F. 2.80- 6.00 £2 per Term
S. 8 Ele trical Technology ... W. 9.80-12.80 30/· per Term
S. 9 Electrical Installalion Technology T. 11.00--12.30 30/. per Term
5.10 Technical Drawing ... ... ... F . 9.30--12.30 30/- per Term
5.11 M"",etism and Electricity ... As may be arrange<! 80/. per Term
8.12 Telegrapby (Morse) ... ... As may be arranged 30/- fer Term
5.13 Workshop Practice ... ... Tb. 9.30-- 5.00 30/- per Tenn
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EVENING COURSES
PRE,SPECIALISATION EVENING COURSES
conducted at
TECHNICAL INSTITUTES, CAPEL STREET, CLOGHER ROAD,
MOUNT STREET AND MARINO
(Science, Mathematics, English and Mechanical Drawing)
Fee, IS/-per Course.
Intending students of the Institute of Science and Technology who do not satisfy
tbe Educational Entrance Standard for admission to certain Courses are reqlured to
attend and complete satisfactorily a Pre- pecialisation Evening Course conducted in
the above lnstitutes.
MATRICULATION COURSES
The attt:J1tion of prospective students, who are expected to have attained an
educational standard equivalent to that of Matriculation before enrolment in certain
Courses in this Institute. is directed to the Matriculation Day and Evening Courses
conducted in the High School of Commerce, Rathmines.
CERTIFICATE AND DIPLOMA COURSES:
EXTERNAL EXAMINATIONS
The attention of students is directed to the Examinations con-
ducted under the auspices of the Department of Education, the City
and Guilds of London Institute, and Professional Institutions, such
as the Institution of Electrical Engineers, the British Institution of
Radio Engineers, etc.
When deciding on a Course of Study the intending student
should consult the Principal or a Lecturer. It is important that
the Course prescribed should meet the educational require,
ments of the student, and lead to the acquirement of a
Technical Qualification of recognised standing in industry.
Such qualifications are of definite value to the holders when
seeking employment or betterment of position.
The Established Course listed hereunder are conducted in
relation to the examination requirements of the several authorities
named.
COURSE
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EXAMINATION SYLLABUSES
Civil Aeronautics Administra-
tion, United States Depart-
ment of .Commerce.
Department of Industry and
Commerce (International
Civil Aviation Organisa-
tion).
City and Guilds (Lond.).
City and Guilds (Lond.).
Department of Education.
Institution of Electrical
Engineers.
Work
... } {
...
COURSE
Flour Milling
Flour Testing
Laboratory Technicians'
(Chemical)
Lin, T d,."phy, T d,phony {
Oils, Fats and Waxes ...
Ophthalmic Optics
Petroleum Products
Physics; Chemistry; Mathematics;} {
Botany; Biology;
Pharmaceutical Chemistry and
Allied Subjects
EXAMI ATION SYLLABUSES
Department of Education.
City and Guilds (Lond.).
City and Guilds (Lond.).
Department of Education.
Institution of Electrical
Engineers.
City and Guilds (Lond.).
City and Guilds (Lond.).
Association of Ophthalmic
Opticians, Ireland.
City and Guilds (Lond.).
Department of Education.
University of London.
Pharmaceutical Society of
Ireland.
Radio-Communication
Telecommunications
Radio Service Work ...
Radio-Telegraphy -Telephony
(Marine Radio Officers)
"'} {
...
{
Department of Education.
City and Guilds (Lond.).
Institution of Electrical
Engineers
B. Inst. of Radio Engineers.
Department of Education.
City and Guilds (Lond.).
Radio T r ad e s Examination
Board.
Department of Posts and Tele-
graphs.
Sessional Examinations and Class Promotion Regulations
Examinations are held at end of Session in respect of each
class~subject; no student shall be admitted to the Examina~
tions who has not made at least three~fourths of the possible
attendance, except in very special circumstances and at the
discretion of the Principal.
Promotion to a Higher Stage of instruction in any subject
is contingent on passing the Sessional Examinations in the
Lower Stage.
An Experimental Record Book is required to be maintained
by each student of a Laboratory Class; an assessment shall be
made at end of Session of each student's progress in laboratory
technique and experimental ability.
Further information in regard to Schemes of External Examinations may
be had on request to the Principal.
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EVENING COURSES
DEPARTMENT OF PURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE
ADMISSIO OF STUDENTS: In general, students applying for
admission to Courses must have attained a standard of general educa-
tion approximating to Matriculation.
PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS
PRELIMINARY STAGES-Fee, 15/- each Course.
No. I
of
Course
SUBJECT Day TEACIBR
1 Magnetism & Electricity, I Monday 7.30-10.0 12-8b J. Colllert
2 Marnctism & Electricity, I Tuesday ... 7.30-10.0 12-8b Do.
3 Magnetism & Electricity, I Wednesday 7.30-10.0 12-8b Do.
INTERMEDIATE STAGE Fee, 15/- per Course.
sI ... ... Friday ... 7.30 -JO.U 4 P. Gallagher
... ... .. . ThUISday ... 7.0 -10.0 12-10 M. Sheeby
or Engineering ... Wednesday 7.0 -10.0 16 M. Sbe.hy
I ... ... ... Wednesday 7.0 -10.0 83-10 J. Mc('ormack
m & Electrici ty, 11 Friday ... 7.30-10.0 12-10.80 J. D. FJtzpatrlck
11 (Applied Maths.) ThUISday ... 7.'10-10.0 6 T. Cronin
cs I Tuesday ... 7.30-9.30 13 B.]. O'Connor
4 Mechanic
6 Physico I
6 Physics f
7 PhysiCS I
R Magnetis
9 Mechanics
to Electroni
ADVANCED STAGES-Fee, 30/- each Course.
11
12
13
Magnetism & Electricity, 1I1 Tuesday ..•
Mechanics (including Strength Wednesday
of Materials) III
ElectronJcs,1I ThUISday ...
7.30-10.0
7.30-10.0
7.30-930
6-10 IT. Cronin
17 P. ]. Byrne
18 H. de Lacv
14. ADVANCED PRACTICAL PHYSICS-Fee, £2 per Session.
This Course provides Laboratory instruction oa one evening per week, as may be
arrang<:d, suited to the needs 01 students preparing for the Inter·Science and Degree
Examinatious 01 the University 01 London and lor the Examination. 01 Prolessional Institu·
tlOns.
PURE AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS
PRELIMINARY STAGES-Fee, 15/- each Course.
10
16
17
18
19
~O
Matbematics,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
lA .. ,
IB .
IIA .
liB
IlIA
IllB
Friday
Tuesday .
Thursday .
Wednesday
Thursday .
Tue<:dav .
7.80-9.30
7.30-9.30
7.30-9.30
7.80-9.30
7.80-0.30
7.30-0.30
8a
17
8a
6
6
4
W. S. E. Hllkson
do.
do.
do.
P GaUagber
P. Gallalt'her
INTERMEDIATE STAGES-Fee, 15/- per Course.
I
Mathematics, IVa
Do. IVb
Do. V.
"'1 Monday
... Friday
... TbuT>day I
7.30-0.3U I
7.0 -10.n
7.0 -10.0
6 I(J. 0 eeurbhaW
6 O. 0 Cenrbha II
6 C. 0 Cearbhaill
----
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Eve I G CO RSES.
FINAL STAGE-Fee, 30/- per Course.
17 IJ. M. Forde
27 d".
-------
ITour
No.
of
c<'ut'!'e
24
26
SUBJECT
Mathematics. VI
Ma'bematics VII "'1...
Day
Monday \
Wl'dr,esday .
IRooml
7.30-9.30 1
7.30-]0.0
1.'EACBF.R
26
27
MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS (MECHANICS)-Fee, 15/_
-\Matbematlcal Pbnlcs-J .. IFriday -\ 7.30-10.0 -\
Do. -11 'I b".,.. 7.30-10.0
per Course.
1
P. Gnliuber
T.(rollin
CERTIFICATION COURSES FOR OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS-
DIPLOMA COURSE IN OPTOMETRY
The Course is organised in conjunction with the examinations of the Association of
Ophthalmic Opticians, Ireland. Applicallts for admi sioll to the COllrse mllst have Matricula·
tion or Leaving Certificate or ? certificate of general education of equivalent standard,
Intending students are advised to apply to the Association of Ophthalmic Opticians, Ire-
land, 11 Harrington Street, Dublin, for full particulars relatinl( to syllabuses, registration
and conditions of admission to the professional examinations for the Diploma in Optometry.
The Diploma Examinations are conducted in three parts and the Course is divided into
three corresponding parts or years. Students must have completed all the examination require-
ments for each year of the Course beiore they are eligible for enrolment in the succeeding
year of the Course.
A statement signed by the Principal of the Institute certifying an attendance of at le:>st
75 per cent. for each subject is a condition of entry to any Part of the Diploma Examination.
so
DIPLOMA COURSE IN OPTOMETRY
Fee: Each Part, £4 ; Single Subject, £2.
PART IIPbyslcal Optics .. ITu~aY I 7.30-~.~O I
16 I' '0'"do. <Lab.> esday .• 8.30-10.0 do.
Anatomy and PhnlololY Wedneoda,. .. 7.0-8.0 28 Dr. McNaJly
Optical calculations Wedn~av.. ~.3lHl SO 8a K. P. CullltOIl
PART Il
\ Vloual Optloo . MOn., '!'burs. 8.0 10.U ]5 IK. P. Culllt<.n and
Anatomy and Reoolllltlon 01 M188 V. Core, ran
AbrOl'mal Conditions Wedneoda,. .. 8.0-9.30 28 Dr. MeN.lIv
PART III
Subl<:ctln and Objective
Sigbt Teallng Wedneaday .. 7.30-9.39 16 T. S. llIason
WorkShop Practice and
Dispensing FrldlLT 7.3O---9.~O 16 <10.
31. SHORT FULL-TIME SUMMER COURSE IN PARTS I, 11 AND III
Fee: Each Part, £4; Single Subject, £2.
In order to facilitate registered students who are not resident within the City Borough
Area and who are following approved theoretical courses of instruction, hort full-time
intensive courses are provided, each affording approximately 20 hours of practical instruc-
tion in Physical Optics, in Anatomy and Recognition of Abnormal Conditions, and 10
Practical Sight Testing and Dispensing.
The Course for Part I and tha t for Parts IT and III will be conducted in the month
of June in each Session.
The normal regulations ill regard to attendance at these Courses will apply.
\ Glass Blowinl(
GLASSBLOWING-Fee 15/- per Session•
... I WedneodaYl 7.0 -10.0 I ,..--;--::WC-.-cG=-.-cHC-rady
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EVENI G COuRSES
APPLIED CHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY
Courses are uffered in the basic subject : lVlathematics, Physics
and Chemistry. Specialised Courses are also available in Technical
~ nalysis, Bacteriology, etc.
EXTER. 'AL EXA;\n~L'G BODIES. It should be noted that thl
syllabuses of instruction are based, for the most part, on the require-
ments of external Examining Bodies and Professional Institutions.
A li t of these is set forth on page 33 and detailed information ill
regard to the Examinations of any of the bodies named may be had
on application to the Principal.
PURE AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY,
B.Sc. DEGREE COURSE (UNIVERSITY OF LONDON)
This Cour~e 011 four evenings per week is provided for students who wish to sit for
the University of London n.Se. degree in Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry.
Students entering this Course must have, as a nlinimum, a Matriculation standard' 01
t:dll at iOIl. In their own interests aJI students should have complied with the necessary
regulations for registration as external students of the University of London or should arrange
to do so as soon as possible.
The Course will extend over live Sessions. In the first two lears the syllabi for the
Intermediate Examination for the B.Se. degree in Math~matics, Physics and Chemistry ale
covered. A further three years is requireu to complete the syllahi for the degree examination.
F 30/- per Course.
FTRST YEA,R..
--
No.
Iof Subject Day Time TeacherCourse
33 Physics ... ... ... Thursday 7.00-10.00 1:.1. Sheehy
Chemistry I ... ... ... Tue., Wed. 7.00-10.00 F. Hill
Mathematics IV ... ... Friday 7.00-10.00 C. 0 Cearbhaill
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'£COND YEAR
I
Physics IT
Chemistry II
Mathematics V
I Wednesday 7.00-10.00Mon., Fri. I 7.00-10.00
I Thursday 7.00-10.00 I
T. G. McCormack
F. HIll
C. 0 Cearbhaill
Details of the 3I'd, 4th and 5tb years of this Course will be published in the Prospectus
101' 1955·56.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Fee. £2 per Course.
No.
oC
Cou~
SURJECT Day TE\CHER
THIRD YEAR
!
IIIOrl{81liC ChemiRlry.
Lee' & Lob . . ..
M"Rn.tl.m " Eleetric1tv- II ..
Mon ,Tues. I 7.0-10.0 I 22 IH. D. Thomlon
1'1'1. .. 730-100 12&-10 ]. n. I'itzpatrirk
FOUlnH YEAR
IOrg.llle ChemlRlrY .. ITbur•. Fr!. I 70-10.0 I 26 I W. BrOderirkr"'yc;:iee- (Ort;roal' ~c: IT'::lV l~p aTTa D,:!pd
87
FIFTH YEAR
IOf\lsnlC Chemi.tnPhyct100 COf'tlnna1 ITborR. F~sl I 7 0-10 0 I 26 IW Brederick.. ma \' bp arra n~Pd
17
EVENING COURSES
INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY.
Specialised Advanced Courses in Technical Analysis.
Fee, £2 per Course.
No.
of
CoUnle
SUBJECT Day TEACHER
• ANALYSIS OF FOOD DRUGS ._A,-N-'D__W_A----:,T-'E,-R-,---= _
38--rT'echoical Analysis ... ... I Thurs. & Fri. I 7.0 .10.0 I 22 I B. G. Fagan
"OILS AND FATS.
39 I Technical AnalYfis ... ... I Thurs. & Fri. I 7.0 ·10.0 I 22 I B. G. Fagan
43
"TESTING OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS (FUEL OILS AND LUBRICANTS).
(0 I Technical Analysis ... ... I Thurs. & Fri. I 7.0 -10.0 I 22 I B. G. Fagan
TECHNOLOGY OF MANUFACTURER.
* Admission to these advanced and specialised Courses Is conditional on the
applicant satisfYing the Principal or appropriate Lecturer of ability to follow the
instruction:
The special attention of students is drawn to the Certificate Course in Industrial
Microbiology.
The mcreased emphasis on quality control in the Food Industries and in legislation
applying to these Industries, necessitates special Chemical, Microscopic and Biological
Techniques, in which it is becoming imperative on the Industrial Chemist to acquire a
fundamental training.
• INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY AND ENZYME CHEMISTRY-Fee\. £2 per Course.
Bacteriology.
FIRST YEAR
41 I Lec~ure and Labora~,Ory '''1 Mon. or ... I 7.0-10.0 1 23 IDr.M. Kane... Thurs. ... 7.0-10.0 23 Dr. M.Kane
SECOND YEAR.
(2 I Lecture and Laboratory ... I Wed. Fri. I 7.aO-10.0 I 23 I Prof. M. J. Gorman
FLOUR MILLING TECHNOLOGY.
INTERMEDIATE COURSE-STAGES I and IT-Fee, 15/. per Course.
IFlour Milling Principles IMon. ... I7.0 -9.30 I 13 IW. de LaCY.Milling Science... Thurs. ... 7.0 -9.30 10 W. de Lacv.
FINAL COURSE-STAGES ITI and IV-Fee, 30/- per Course.
44. --I-Milling Technology IWed. I 7.0 -9.30 I 24 IW. de Lacv
Cereal Science... Mon. 7.0 -9.30 28 R. A. »'Arcy
I Flour '!'PstlUll
FLOUR TESTING-Fee, 30/. per Course.
l'1on. ... I 7.0 .9 ao I 2a I R. A.O'Arcy
COURSES FOR PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS
CERTIFICATE COURSE (LECTURE AND LABORATORY) XN CHEMISTRY:
PHARMACEUTICAL LICENCE EXAMINATION
Course Fee. £4 per Session. (September to June.)
Note.-The prescribed syllabuses are covered by the Lectures in Two Parts, viz.:
Part I-Forty Lectures: September to February inclusive.
Inorganic Chemistry.
Organic Chemistry (Aliphatic).
Part !I-Thirty Lectures: March to June inclusive.
Physical Chemistry.
Organic Chemistry (Aromatic).
46
47 r IJOl8ny
Lect.
Lab. IMon. Fri.MOl,. & F·rt. I 7.0 ·8.0 I8.n -In.n 25 IP. J. Hurley21 P. J. Hurley
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EVENI G COURSES
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
The Curriculum in this section includes: (i) a Course for Trade
Apprentices in Electrical Installation Work which is associated with
the Department of Education Trade Certificate Examination
syllabuses for this subject; (ii) a Higher Course for Journeymen and
Fo;emen in Electrical Installation Technology associated with the
syllabuses of the Course C, City and Guilds (Lond.); (iii) an
Advanced Course in Electrical Engineering Practice associated with
the examination syllabu es of the Department of Education, the Cit.\'
and Guilds of London Institute and the In titution of Electrical
Engineers; (iv) a Course for women students in Drawing Office
Tracing; (v) Course for the Graduateship Examination of the Insti-
tution of Electrical Engineers.
ADMIssION OF STUDENTS. The Courses in Electrical Installation
Work are reserved to Trade Apprentices and Journeymen who satisfy
the entrance educational standard.
Intending students of Technological Courses must not be less than
sixteen years of age and shall be required to show evidence of ability
to profit by the instruction before being admitted to any stage of a
Course.
Courses for Apprentice Electricians
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK.
Fee, IS/- per Course.
Junior Trade Certificate Course. (Department of Education).
~0'1 IRoomIof SUBJECT Day Hour TEACHERCourse
FIRST YEAR
48 P,aotical Installation-I ... ... 1Mou. 7.30-10.0 83 I. Tighe
Magnetism and.Electricity Tues. 7.30-10.0 12-8B ]. Colbert
Engineering Scieroe- 1 ... Thurs. 7.30-10.0 S4 T. P. Harclimln
49 Practical Installation-I ... Fri.... 7.~0-10.0 Ss r. Tigbe
Magnetism and Electricity Wed. 7.30-10.0 12-8R ]. Colbert
Engineering Scienoe-l ... Mon. 7,30 10.0 34 T. P. Hardiman
50 Practical Iostallation-l ... Wed. 7.30-100 S8 1. ngbe
Magnetism and Elrctricity Mon. 7.30 10.0 12-8B J. Colbert
Engineering Sclence-l Tues. 7.80-10.0 34 T. P. Hardilr.an
SECOND YEAR
51 Practicallnstallation-H ... IThll"'.orWed. 7.30-10.0 33
IElect~cal IDStaUat~ou Technology 11 Mon. .. 7.30-10.0 6Electrical Installation-H, Lee.... Tues. ... 8.0 -10.0 12
39
E. ]. McNamara
E. J. Hanly: P.]. Bym.
L. Trundle
EVE ING COURSES
Senior Trade Certificate Course. (Department of Education).
and Course "B'·, City and Guilds of London Institute.
THIRD YEAR
o.
I IRoom Iof SUBJECT Day Hour TEACHERCourse
62 Practie;tJ Installation III ... 1 Wed. 7.30-10.0 33 E. ]. McNamara
Electncal Jnstallation Technology II ThuIS. 7.30-10.0 6 L. Trundle
Technical Drawing ..._. Fri. 7.30-9.30 14 ]. G. Moore
Course C, City aa>d Guilds of London Institute
FINAL STAGE-Fee, 30/- per Course.
FOURTH YEAR
63 Electrical In,tallatiun Te<'hnologyllI Wed.
Electnc.l Engineerini Adv. I Tues.
~Iathematics III TbuIS.
7.30-10.0
7.30-10.0
7.3 !--9.30
4, 6
4, 6 G. Ring
:; P. Gall.ghtr
GRADUATESHIP OF THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
The syllabi of this Course are designed to meet the requirements of evening students
who wish to Qualify as Graduates of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.
Students wh') enrol for the Graduate Course are advised to seek registration as Student
~lembers and to olJtain a copy of the Examination Regulations of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers. Extracts from the Bye· Laws of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, giveu
under appendix I in these regulations, indicate how a student may Qualify for election
to the class of Associate Member (A.M.J.E.E.).
QUALIFICATIONS OF ENTRANTS
In all cases iutending students will be rOQuired to show evidence of a standard of
education which, in the opinion of tbe School Authority, will permit them to follow the
course of instruction satis!actorily.
COURSE FOR THE COMMON PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION OF THE
ENGINEERING JOINT EXAMINATION BOARD
F_20/-.
FIRST YEAR
S4 I Mathematics ID ... ... Tuesday 7.30- 9.30 4 P. GallagherIPhysics for Engineering ... Wednesday 7.00-10.00 24 M. Sheehy
English ••. ••• ... Thursday 7.30- 9.30 4 T. A. G. Dowling
Mechanics I ... ••• ... Friday 7.30-10.00 4 P. Gallagher
JOiNT PART I (2 YEARS). Fee-30/- per Session.
SECOND YEAR
55 IMathematics IV ...Principles of Electricity IMechanics II ...
Monday
Wednesday
Thursday 1
7.30- 9.30 I
7.30-10.00
7.30-10.00
5
6
5 I
c. 0 Cearbhaill
G. K. Ring
T. Cronin
COURSES.
ay I Time IRoom I Teacher
nday 7.30- 9.30 17 J. M. Forde
sday 7.30-10.00 5, 10 T. Cronin
dnesday 7.30-10.00 17 P. J. Byrne
ay 7.30-10.00 24 J. McCormack
Fee--30/- per Session.
sday 7.30-10.00 6 iG. K. Ring
nesday 7.30-10.00 ~7 J. M. Forde
7.00-10.00
-
ber, 1955)
I - I - I --
I - I - I --
I - I - I --
01 the Course, which covers the syllabus lor
published in the Prospectus 1955-56.
ssed the Joint Section A examination of the
t January, 1954, and who are eligible to sit
Regulations, the lollowing Course is provided:
-
Day I Hour I TEACHER
Monday & 7.30- 9.30 IDr. H. N. Wroe
Tuesday
Friday 7.30- 9.30 IS. 0 hUrmoltaigh
ICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE
S--Fee, 15/. per Course.
I
-- --
]]our IRoomI TEACHER
.. , 7.30-10.0 12. Bb J. Colbert
.. 7.30-9.30 Ba W. S. E Hickson
.. 7.30-9.30 14 J. G Moore
1
D
Mo
Tue
We
Frid
I
Tue
We~
Monday
}<'rl.
Wed.
Day
PART 11 (2 YEARS).
FOURTH YEAR
FIFTH YEAR (commencing Septem
PRELIMINARY COUR E
FIRST YEAR
Magnetism and Electricity-I. ..
Mathematics-lA.
Drawing-I.
SUIlJEOT
Mathematics VI
Principles of Electricity II
Mechanics ill
Physics lor Engineering II
THIRD YEAR
Subject
Electrical Engineering I
Mathematics VII
Engineering Physics I
SUBJECT
Electricity Supply
Electrical Engineering Technology
56
57
No'lof
Course
ELECTROTECHNOLOGY-ELECTR
EVENING
60
58 Electrical Engineering IT
(Circuit Theory)
Electrical Engineering IT
(Electronics and Measure-
ments)
Engineering Physics IT
59
No. I
of
001U'le
No. I
of
Course
SIXTH YEAR-Details 01 this final year
th" Part ill Grad.LE.E. examination, will be
For the benefit 01 students who have pa
Institution 01 Electrical Engineers prior to .1s
for the ection B examination under the former
TI1ACUEH
EVENI G COURSES
INTERMEDIATE COURSES-Fee, IS/- per Course.
DIRECT CURRENT AND MACHINES
GRADE I
No. I Iof SUBJECT Day ITour Room
...:Co~u~,",,=e:...J. ...-.! ..!..-.__ _..!..-. _
61 1I.I!:lect.rIC3J EogloeerfOIl'-Elem"'1 Alou. . .[7.30-10.0 I 4.61 E. JJanly; P J. IlYnle:
E. V. Clea,): T. er Dtn
Mathematlcs-lI. .. .. Wed.orThure 7.30-9.30 60r8a W. S. E. Hick'oo
Technical J)rawlnl'- TT. Wert. 0' F,I. 7.30-9.30 14 J. G. MocrP
GRADE n.
62
I
hJtct,l<-lll hoglneerlo~-Inter .. , Wed. . '1 7.30-10.0 I 4·6 \ O. K. HIDll'
Applied Mechanics-I... .. Frt .. 7.30-10.0 4 P. tJnll..~e,
Matbematlcs IJI. . . . . Tue. or Thur. 7.80-9.30 4 0,5 P. G.U&llhor
ALTERNATING CURRENT AND MACHINES
GRADE I.
63
I
Electrlclll Eogloeerlnll'-Adv.l. '1 Tuee. 7.30·10.0 14- 6 \ O. Ko ltIull'
Mathematics-IV. Mon. 7.30·9.30 6 C. O'Oel'lbhal1l
___..!....:A.:.:p::p:::lI..:.ed::....:.~.:.:Tech=_M.:.:'I.:..C8.:.:-_T.:.:J_. ._. ..c...._T_h_"_...:.._.....:.:....l._7.:.:.3_0_. .:.:11l__.0 lOT. Cronln
GRADE n.
I
Elect,lCllI Eugineerfll~ A.iV.II.'j Thurs, Fri.
Malbemalle--VI. . . Tood..,.
Mechanlcs-rll. ., Wort. 1
7.30-10.0 I
7.30-9.30
7.30-10.0
4 6 IG. K. llln~
17 J M. Forde
17 P. J. BYfIll
• COURSE IN DRAWING OFFICE TRACING (Women).
Fee, £2 per Course.
No.
I IRoom I01 SUBJECT Day Hour TEACHERCourse
e5 IDrawlnll' Office T'ILClnll' ... jWed, FrI.... l7.50.10.0 I 14 IJ. WIIII.m<
• Entrance Standard 01 Education: Intermediate or Leavl:lg ertilicate or Equivalent.
ELECTRICAL FITTING AND MAINTENANCE WORK.
Auociated Couraea in Practical Subject..
Fee, IS/. per CourH.
CABLE JOINTING.
66 Cable ]ointing-I ... ... TU8JI. ... .0 10.0 33 N. Connolly
67 Cable ]olntiog-n ... ... Thurs. ... 8.0 10.0 33 N. ConooUY
-42
POST OFFICE ENGINEERING
TELECOMMUNICATIONS (LINE) ENGINEERING
PRELIMINARY COURSES-Fee, 15/- per Course.
DEPARTMENT OF TELECOMMUNICAnONS
ENGINEERING
Caur...,.
/
730 930 I 17 IT. p. Sheridan
.. 7.80 10.0 12.10. B. J. O'Connor
ITuesday -:--J7.30-9.30 I 19 I'r. P. SherldanTbu~.. 7.30· 9.30 6 P. Gal!allherI echlllcal Tel llraphy- n.'latbematlce-I1l
ECOND YEAR
ITechnlca'Tclegral,hy 1. .. IThurs.'l8lfn lIsm and Rlcctrlclly- II ., FrI.
TECHNICAL TELEGRAPHY
INTERMEDIATE COURSES-Fee, 15/- per Course.
FIRST YEAR
(,r
I
'l'ran rnl I, n and Linea "1 M n. --. /7.H<Hl.80 I 2 I --
lagnetism and Electricity-Ill ... Tu",. ... 7.30-10.0 6-10 IT. Cronin
E. V. Cleary
C9
70
7t
No. I I IRoomIof SUBJECT Day Hour TftACHERCourse
G8 IPOBt Otnre Enlllneerlnll (Loot ) r Mon.
"I 7.:10 9.80 I 19 IR.~~ouChlnstrllment ancl Wiring CPr) ThurS. 7.. 0 9.80 1
The Course offered in this section of the Evening School Curri-
culum fully cover the requirement of all external Examining Bodies
as ociated with this branch of Engineering Technology, including the
In titution of Electrical Engineers, the British Institution of Radio
Engineering, the City and Guilds of London Institute, the Depart-
ment of Po ts and Telegraph and the Department of Education.
f QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADMISSION-Youths-in-Training employed by the DepartmentTIP'hsts and Telegraphs are admitted directly to the first year courses in Telegraphy and
e ep any de cribed hereunder. Prospective students who do not possess this standard of
general .-duration are required to complete satisfactorily the Preliminary Course (68).
TECHNICAL TELEPHONY
INTERMEDIATE COURSES-Fee, 15/- per
FIRST YEAR
- .=------,-----;---:-::--::-:::-....--:-;----;-=::;:;=::;:---7t 1
1
'le I I I']' I I\\ cl .. , 7.30 9.30 I 4 IJ. McDonagh
. III m c cvll ny-1. . . e .
_ ~le1l8m and El clrlclty-T/ Fri. 7.30 10" 12.10.8 B. J. O'Connor
SEeo, D YEAR
72 ITecbnical Telephony-HA
... / 'hed. ... J 7.30-9.30 I 19 IJ. W. Devon
-
Matb.malics-III
... Thllr.!. ... 7.30 9.30 6 P. Gallagber
FINAL COURSE-Fee, 30/· per Course.
-
THIIlD YEAR
i3 ITech. Telepbony -liB ... IFr!. ... I 7.30-9.80 I 19 IJ. W. Devon...
Malhematfcs_1 '
... Mon. ... 7.30-9.30 6 C. O'Cearbbaill
--
-
EVENL 'G COURSES
RADIO SERVICE WORK
(CERTIFICATES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, THE CITY AND GUILDS
OF LONDON INSTITUTE AND TIlE RADIO TRADES EXAMINATION BOARD)
QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADMISSION-All applicants for admission to this Course
should hold the Primary School Leaving Certificate and have, in addition, at least one
year's sati factory whole-time attendance at a technical or secondary school. Priority in
enrolment is given to those apprenticed ill the Radio Service Trade.
FIRST YEAR Fee, IS/- per Course.
No. I
Iof SUBJECT Day Hour Room TEACHERCourse
76 IMagnetism and Electricity .. IMon. 7.80-10.0 I
,2-10-8 IJ. Colbert
Mathematic. 1 (or higher stRge) Friday 7,30 9.30 8a W. S. E. Hlck'on
Workshop Practice . . .. , 'I'ues 7 30-10.0 I D. Nat8~eD~
SECOND YEAR Fee, IS/-per Course.
76 1Radio tiervlce-I . . . . ITues. ... , 730-10,0 0 IN. Br"adberry
ElectrIcal Engineering Elem .. Mon. .. 7.80-10,0 ~ E. Hanly
Mathematics-IT . . . . Thursday 7.30-9.30 8A W S. E. mdson
THIRD YEAR Fee, 30/. per Course.
77 IRadio Servlce-II. . .
"1 Wed.
"I 7.30-10.0 9 IN. BroadberryAllematfnl'1 Curreut I -Tues. .. 7,30-10.0 4,·6 G. K. RlnllMatbematl",,-ITl .. 1'hurs 7 30 930 6 p, Gallagher
FOURTH YEAR Fee, 30/. per Course.
78 IRadJo Service-JlI IThurs.
"I 7.30-10.0 9 IN. BroadberryElectronlcs-I .. 'rues. 7.30-9.30 13 B J. O'C<'mlrr
The attention of students is directed to the \Vireless Dealers' Association Prize Scheme
(see page 51).
TELECOMMUNJf;ATIONS ENGINEERING (RADIO)
COURSE FOR THE INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE IN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING (CITY AND
GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE).
FIRST YEAR Fee, 15/- per Courae.
79 I e1ecommunications (Principles)
I ... ... ... ... Friday 7.30-10.0 12-10-8 J. )l'itzllatrick
Telecommunications Practice Monday 7.30-9,30 11 C. McCabe
Matbematics, III ... ... Thursday 7,30-9.30 6 P. GaUagher
SECOND YEA,R
80 Telecommunications (Principles)
11 ... ... , .. ... Tuesday 7,30-10,0 5-10-6 E. V. Cleary; T. Crouin
Radio, I ... ... ... Wednesday 7.30-9.30 11 T. J. KeUy
Mathematics IV ... .., Monday 7,30-9.30 6 C. 0 CearbhalU
EVE ING COURSES
COURSE FOR THE FINAL CERTIFICATE IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEERING (CITY AND GUILDS).
Fee, 30/- per Course.
""N;;:-jof
Course
SUBJECT
THIRD YEAR
Day TEACHER
1 Telecommunications (Principles)
III ... ... ... Wednesday 7.30-10.0 13 B. J. 0 Connor
Radio, Il ... ... ... Monday 7.30-10.0 13 J. J. Woods
Mathematics, V ... ... Thursday 7.0-10.0 6 C. 0 Cearbballl
FOURTH YEAR
tt.
82 Telecommunications (Principles)
IV ... ... ... ... Wednesday 7.30-10.0 13 B. ]. O'Connor
Radio, III ... ... ... Friday 7.30-10.0 13 B. ]. O'Connor i.
Mathematics, VI ... .. , Monday 7.30-9.30 17 ]. M. Forde
TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING (RADIO)
BRITISH INSTITUTION OF RADIO ENGINEERS.
COURSE FOR GRADUATESHIP EXAMINATIONS.
FIRST YEAR
PART I-Fee, 30/- per Course.
83 IMagnetism and Electricity II IFriday
Pbysics for Engineering-I... Wednesday
Matbematics (Optional) ... As arranglod
SECOND YEAR
1
7.30-10.0
7.0-10.0
12-10--8 J. D. Fitzpatrick
16 IM. Sheehy
Magnetism and Electricity, III
Pb}siCll lor Engineering-Il ...
Tuesday
Friday J
7.30-10.0
7.30-10.0
6-10 IE. V. Clearv
24 ]. McCormack
PART TI-Fee, 30/- per Course.
THIRD YEAR
16 IRadio, I ... ...
Mathematics, IV
Electronics, II ...
. .. , Wednesday
... Monday
... Thurs.
T. ]. Kelly
C. 0 Cearbhaill
H. de Lacy
86 I Radio, Il ••. •..
... / Monday 17.30-10.0
ITelecorrununicatlons, III ... Wednesday 7.30-10.0Mathematics, V (Optional) ... Thursday 7.0-10.0
FIFTH YEAR
87 IRadio, Il I ..• . .. ..., Friday 17.30-10.0
ITelecommunications, IV ... Wednesday 7.30-10.0Mathematics, VI (Optional) ... Monday 7.30-9.30
45
FOURTH YEAR
PART Ill-Fee, 30/- per Course.
13 IJ. J. \\ oods
13 B. ]. O'Connor
5 O· Oo..arhhalll
13 IB. J. O'Connor
13 B. ]. O'Connor
17 ]. M. Forde
EVENING COURSES.
88. COURSES FOR THE CERTIFICATION (FIRST AND SECOND
CLASS) OF RADIO OFFICERS FOR THE MERCANTILE
MARINE AND AIR SERVICES
Examinations conducted by the Department of Posts and Telegraphs in December and
June each Session.
TIME TABLE (September to June.)
SUBJECT Year I Day How' Room
----------
Magnetism and Electricity ... ... ... I Friday ... 7.30-10.0 12-10
Alternating Current- Summer Term ... ... I Friday ... 7.30·10.0 12
Electrical Machines-Summer Term ... ... I Monday ... 7.30-10.0 6
Morse Code Practice ... ... ... I Mon. Tues.
Wed., Thurs. 7.30-10.0 8e
Radio Tbeory ... ... ... ... ... II Thursday ... 7.30-9.30 11
Practical Radio ... ... ... ... n Tuesuay ... 7.0 -10.0 11
Mors. Code Practice snd n Mon. Wed. 7.30-10.0 8e
Operating Procedure ... ,., ... n Friday .. , 7.30·0.0 80
International ReKulntlon. ... ... ... n Friday ... 9.0 -10.0 8c
Course Fee, £S per Session.
For additional information see pages 22 and 2.1 (Day Courses).
RADIOTECHNOLOGY-Course Fee, £3 per Session.
(September to June.)
80 Radio Tbeory
(Radio Officers)
... IThursday I 7.30-9.30 I 11 r T. KelJy
RADIO TECHNOLOGY-Course Fee, £J per Session.
(September to June)
00 Practica.l Radio ... ... ... [ Tuesday
(Marine Radio EQulpmel.t)
I 7.0-10.0 I H IJ. Donan
MORSE CODE PRACTICE-Fee, 30/- per Session.
(September to June.)
91 I Telegrapby Practi"e ... I Tues., TburR. I 7.30·10.0 I 8c I J. Blen' erbaa'ett
ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY; ALTERNATING CURRENT AND ELECTRICAL
MACHINES (RADIO OFFICERS)
Summer Term-30/-•
92 IAlternating Ourrent TheoryElectrical Mucb:neR ... ... \ FJlday... Monday
46
"'1 7.30.10.0 112•10 IT. Oronln
... 7.30.10.0 6 G. K. :RIng
EVENING COURSES
Air Navigation - Civil Aviation
Instructor~in~Charge:-CAPT. B. FLANAGAN
Courses in AIR NAVIGATION subjects in preparation for
the State Examinations for Pilot's and Navigator's
Licences.
The Courses offer facilities for specialised instruction based on the
Syllabuses for the examinations conducted by the Department of
Industry and Commerce.
AppEcants for admission to the Course for the Senior Commer-
cial Pilot's Licence must have attained proficiency in Plane Trigo-
nometry up to the general solution of triangles and in the use of
six-figure logarithms; applicants for admission to the Course for .~he
Flight avigator's Licence must have acquired, in addition, an ele-
mentary knowledge of spherical trigonometry.
Suitable tutorial classes in Mathematics, including elements of
Vector Algebra, Plane and Spherical Trigonometry are ordinarily
available.
The Examination Syllabuses are those approved by the Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organisation (LC.A.O.); these are subject
to revision and amendment from time to time.
The Courses are conducted on three evenings per week during the
session.
NOTE: re GRANT OF LICENCES
The granting of Licences to successful examinees is contingent on
sUlbmitting acceptable evidence of actual flying experience to the
minimum extent laid down in Statutory Instrument No. 33 of Air
Navigation (Personnel Licensing) Order, 1951.
AIRCRAFT DISPATCHER COURSE
This Course, which is conducted on three evenings per week, is
officially recognised by the Civil Aeronautics Administration, United
States Department of Commerce. Students who successfully graduate
from this Course are eligible to sit for the c.A.A. Aircraft
Dispatcher's Licence.
47
Subject
Flight 1 avigation
Flight Operations
Form of the Earth, Maps and Charts
Earth's Magnetism and Compasses
Astronomical avigation
Meteorology
Air Traffic Control
Communications
Radio Aids to avigation
Aircraft Instruments ...
Aircraft (Airframes, Engines, etc.)
Signalling and Morse
Link Trainer
o. Course
Teacher
Capt. B. Flanagan
F. E. Dixon
P. ]. Flanagan
... } D. Doyle
L. O'D.onoghue
R.O'Shea
M. ]. O'Rorke
A. W. Patterson
Course Fee
93 Commercial Pilot's Licence
94 Senior Commercial Pilot's Licence ...
95 Flight avigator's Licence
96 Aircraft Dispatcher's Licence
97 Flight Operations and Meteorology
for Airline Transport Pilot's
Licence
98 Technical Examination for Instru-
ment Rating
£6 per Session
£8 per Session
£12 per Session
£10 per Session
£3 for course of one
term
£2 for course of one
term
CIVIL AIRPORT CO TROL OFFICERS
The examination for Civil Airport Control Officers is similar ID
standard to the Senior Commercial Pilot's Licence examination.
EVE -I G COURSES
BAKERY PRACTICE-BREADMAKING
(Journeymen)
99 I Bakery Practice
1'0. I
of
CourEe
Subject
Course Fee, 30/- per Session.
Day Hour
IWednesday \ 7.30-10.0
I Room I Tea,ber
\ 20 I .. Anthony
CONFECTIONERY DECORATION
PRELIMINARY COURSE (3rd and 4th Year APPRENTICES):
Course Fee, 30/- pe~ Session.
lOO IDesign, Icing, Piping ... I Monday I7.30-10.0 I 20 IW. ClorteS. Antbon"
INTERMEDIATE COURSE (JOURNEYMEN):
Course Fee, 30/- pe.. Session.
lOl I Design, Icing, Piping ... I Tuesday I 7.30-1U.0 I 20 I w <.larke
ADVANCED COURSE (JOURNEYMEN):
Course Fee, 30/- pe~ Ses.ion.
102 I Deolgn, Icing, Piping ... I Thwsday I 7.30-10.0 I 20 I W. Clarke
BOOT AND SHOE MANUFACTURE
HANDICRAFT AND FACTORY OPERATIVE CoURSES
The aim of these classes is to give a knowledge of the various
branches of the trade to apprentices and improvers who, owing to
the increased use of machinery, are usually confined to one of the
many branche of the Boot Trade,
HANDICRAFT.
Course Fee, 15/- per Ses.ion.
103 Boot and Shoe Making-I. Mon., Wed. 7.30-9.30 3 K. English &
'1'. EngU,b
104 Boot and Shoe Making-TI. Mon., ViP<!. 7.30-9.30 3 K. English &
T. EngliEh
106 Boot and Shoe Makinll'-ill, Tue.• 7 bo. I 7.30-9.30 3 K. English &
C. Cronin
IRISH LANGUAGE: GENERAL COURSES
Registered students may take Irish as an additional subject ')n
payment of a fee of 5/-. Graded classes in Irish are organised in
everal in titute, and students are advised to consult the General
Time-table of Irish CIa se, as displayed on the otice Board, in
order to a certain the mo t convenient centre.
4Q
SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES
SCHOLARSHIPS TO THE SENIOR SCIENCE COURSE
The City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee offers 16
scholarships to the Senior Science Course, each valued £10 per
annum and tenable for two ye:trs, to boys between the ages of 15
and 17 years on the 1st January preceding. Ten of these scholarships
will be confined to students who have obtained the Manual Training
Group Certificate (Department of Education, Technical Instruction
·Branch) by attendance at a Technical Institute or School under the
jurisdiction of the Committee. The other six scholarships are open
for competition by second:try school students between the ages ,Jt
15 and 17 years on the 1st J anu:try preceding who possess an Int~r­
mediate Certificate (Department of Education, Secondary Brand;)
and have resided in the City of Dublin for the preceding three
years. The scholarships shall be awarded on the basis of a writt::n
examination and interview as described hereunder. The Committee
reserves the right to refuse to award scholarships in either of these
two groups if the standard of applicants is not sufficiently high. It also
reserves the right to increase or decrease the number of scholarships
in each group.
The examination will be held during the first week in July each
year. Applicants in the confined group (i.e. Technical School students)
will be required to answer papers in the compulsory subjects,
Irish (lOO marks), English (100 marks) and Mathematics (200
marks) and in one of the optional subjects, Mechanics and Heat,
Magnetism and Electricity, :Mechanical Drawing, Woodwork or
Metalwork (200 marks each).
All these examination papers will be based on the Department of
Education (Technical Instruction Branch) syllabus for the Manual
Training Group Certificate.
Applicants in the open competition (i.e. secondary school students)
will be required to answer papers in the compulsory subjects, Irish
(100 marks), English (lOO marks) and Mathematics (200 marks) alld
in either General Science (200 marks) or an additional paper in
M athematics, Intermediate Certificate Honours standard (200
marks). These examination papers will be based on the Department
of Education (Secondary Branch) Intermediate Certificate syllabus.
Candidates selected on the basis of the results of these examinations
will be called for interview during the second week in July.
THE FOY SCHOLARSHIP I APPLIED CHEMISTRY
A former student of the Institute, Mr. W. P. Armstrong, ;"as
established a Scholarship in Chemistry to be called the "Foy Scholar-
ship". The annual value of the Scholarship is about £14, being the
proceeds of 3n investment of £500 in Dublin Corporation Stock.
SO
The Scholarship is awarded each Session on the result of an
Examination in Chemistry, usually held in May. All students who
have attended regularly during two Sessions in the Chemistry
Department are eligible to compete, and the student to whom the
Scholarship is awarded must pursue his studies in the Chemistry
Department during the following Session.
WIRELESS DEALERS' ASSOCIATION PRIZE SCHEME
FOR STUDE TS OF RADIO SERVICE WORK COURSES
(DAY AND EVENING)
The Wireless Dealers' A ociation offers the following prizes to
students of the Day and Evening Courses :...!-
DAY COURSE
Year of Course 1st Prize 2nd Prize 3rd Prize
1st Year ......
-
£5 £3 £2
2nd Year ...... -_. £7 £5 £3
EVENING COURSE
2nd Year
3rd Year
4th Year
£4
£5
£6
£2
£3
£4
£1
IRISH PROFICIE CY SCHOLARSHIPS
IRISH PROFICIENCY SCHOLARSHIPS entitle the holders to free
entry to the Day Junior Technical Course in Engineering Science and
to an annual payment of £3 to cover the cost of books and equip-
ment. The Scholarships are· awarded on the results of an oral
examination in Irish. Candidates are first required to pass quali-
fying examinations in hi h, Mathematics, and English. The e
examinations are held in the month of June.
GAEDHEALTACHT SCHOLARSHIPS
GAEDHEALTACHT SCHOLARSHIPS, entitling the holders to a Summer
Course in the Gaeltacht, free of all expense. These Scholarships
are open to competition amongst the students of the Whole-time Day
Courses.
DAY APPRENTICE SCHOLARSHIPS IN BOOTMAKING
DAY ApPRENTICE SCHOLARSHIPS IN BOOTMAKING, entitle the
holders to free training for two years in Whole-time Day Apprentice
Course, together with payment of 12/- per week during the first year
and 16/- per week during the second year of the Course. On the
completion of the Course, students are accepted as third-year
apprentices to the trade. Particulars are published in the Dublin
daily press.
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THE DUBLIN MECHANICS' INSTITUTE
SCHOLARSHIPS
The Residuary Fund of the Dublin Mechanics' Institute has been
made available for Industrial Scholarships under the management of
the Vocational Education Committee.
One Scholarship will be awarded annually in the Electrical
Engineering and Physics Group. The Scholarship is tenable for three
years, and its value is about £3 per year.
Candidates must be engaged in an Operative Trade as Apprentices
or Learners. They must be between the ages of 16 and 19, and must
have attended a Technical Course during the preceding School
Session and made 80 per cent. oS the possible attendances in two of
the subjects of the Course in which they are entered.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (TECHNICAL
INSTRUCTION BRANCH)
The Department of Education offers from time to time Scholar-
ships in certain selected Trades to apprentices who have completed
the second year of apprenticeship. These Scholarships are announced
in the public press.
BREADMAKI G AND FLOUR CONFECTIONERY
Annual awards are made by the Irish Bakers', Confectioners' and
Allied Workers' Union of a Silver Medal and a Bronze Medal to
each of the classes of the Course for Bakery Apprentices, viz., Fi~st,
Second, Third and Fourth Year Classes in respect of First and
Second Places in the Ses ional Examinations held in the month of
June in each Session.
FLOUR MILLING TECHNOLOGY
The Irish Flour Millers' Association offers, annually, prizes to
the value of £37 10s. for award to students attending the Courses
who have attained successes in the Department of Education
Examinations.
LABORATORY TECHNICIANS' WORK
The Institute of Chemistry of Ireland offers prizes of three
guinea to students who obtain 1st Place at the 1st and 2nd Year
Sessional Examinations, and a prize of four guineas to the studeut
who obtains 1st Place at the 3rd Year Sessional Examinations.
respectively, of the Laboratory Technicians' Course.
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